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. Preface

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act; Public Law
94-142, was enacted in 1975. The statute requires that a "free
appropriate public education" be available to all handicapped
children (age 3 through 21) in the United States; regardless of
the severity of their handicap unless services to children aged
3-5 or 18-21 would be inconsistent with state legislation. The
law also mandates that.State Education Agencies (SEAS) and
Local Education Agencies (LEAs) develop special education and
related services, to meet these children's unique needs. In
tandem with Section 504 of_the Rehabilitation Act, as amended,
this law has had, and continues to have,_a profound impact on,
not only handicapped children and their families, but also the
entire public education system.

Implementation of P.L. 94-142 has proven difficult in many
respects; While the law mandated major new responsibilities -to
state and local education agencies; it did not provide detailed
federal guidance nor full financing to carry out these
responsibilities; As a result; state and local ad_ucation
agencies have had to develop a wide range of new policies to
implement the law. In so doing; they have confronted problems
and controversies ranging from the consequences of shrinking
human service resources and the debate over the rights of
handicapped persons, to professional disagreements about the
most effective settings in which to educate handicapped
children;

Recognizing the importance of providing.. states with
technical assistance to implement 1);L; 94-142.; Special
Education Programs (SEP) of the U;S; Department of Education
(formerly the Office of Special Education) awarded a contract.
to the Center for the Study of Social Policy (CSSP) to (1)
identify effective policies used by state and local education
agencies_that_serve handicapped children; and (2) disseminate
information about these strategies to federal, state; and local
decision-makers.

In conducting_this project,_the Center analyzed state and
local policies in five areas of implementation:

Triteragency collaboration;

Provision of related services;

Provision of services to handicapped students in
out-of-district placements;

Implmentatiow of the least restrictive environment
mandate; and

a State monitoring and compliance activities;



The project design proceeded from a broad overview of policies
and implementation strategies developed by states and local
districts; through successive stages of data collection. A
telephone survey was conducted in all 50 states; follow-up site
visits were made to 18 states; and over 400 LEAs recommended as
haVing effettive policies were surveyed, with approximately 60
follow-up telephone interviews and field visits to some 35
LEAs.

Freit these data collection efforts, the project has
produced four reports:

VOlOte 1: Effective State Policies to Promote _Interagency
Collaboration. -The first volume sets forth a perspective on
interagency collaboration which applies not only to this volume.
of the report* but to the other three_volumes as well. This
volume also reviews the use of state interagency Commiee8;
interagency agreements* and other collaborative efforts
designed to (1) define responsibilities for services to
children in residential facilities; (2) promote local_ inter=
agency collaboration; (3) assign service delivery and _finandial
responsibilities among state agencies; and (4) thate
information across agencies.

Volume2: Effective Policies in the Provision of Related
S- ervices; This report documents effective state and_local
policies in providing related services to handicapped children.
The areas reviewed here include those state policieS WhiCh
clarify education agencies' responsibilities, and those which
increase the resources available for related services by
securing other state agencies' cooperation. This volume also
examines local policies which (1) obtain resources from other
human service agencies, (2) pool resources to increase the
availability of services, and (3) seek to develop new programs
for specificpopulation groups such as emotionally disturbed
Students.

Volume 3: Policies Which Address aut-of-lalst_rl_ct
Pla,:ements and Assure Education in the Least Restrlotive
EnVironment. This volume examines two important policy areas:
the provision of services to childr_em_in_out-of-district
placements and the-implementation of the least restrictive
environment mandate. State policies are analyzed whiCh help
SEAs influence local placement decisions, as well as others
which transfer responsibility back to the LEAs for
institutionalized handicapped students. This volume alsb
examines local policies which utilize the resourceS of other
human service agencieS;to implement the LRE mandate. These
policies include those through which LEAs develop new programs
to enable students to remain in local public schools; others
that reflect LEA procedures to allow greater control over
placement decisions, and still others that seek to Chan00
attitudes abodt integrating handicapped and non-handicapped
students;



Volume 4- Effective State Monitoring Policies. The final
volume examines two policy areas. The first focuses on SEA
policies that seek to evaluate program quality as well as
perform compliance monitoring The second examines alterna-
tive strategies used by SEAs to effectively monitor education
programs AdMiniStered by Other state human service agencies;

SlippOrt for thiS work was provided by Special Education
Programs;_the U.S._DepartMent Of_Education, under_Contract
4300-80=0829. FUll_ retpOnSibility_for the accuracy of its
findings and conclusions rests with the Center for the Study -of
Social Policy; However; many thanks are due to the officials
of state and local edUdation agencies and other human service
agencies who gave their time to discuss their programs and pro-
vide the ipformation upon which the projects' reports are
baseth In addition; staff of the Center 'would like to extend
particular thanks to several people whose efforts_ contributed
to these reports; Ray Smiches; the study's initial contract
officer at the U.S. Department of Education, helpeddefin_e the
scope of the study and contributed to its work throughout.
David Rostetter and Jaddis Frankli-n; the subsequent contract
officers; made numerous improvements in the style and content
Of the reports. Dr. Kenneth Olsen and Ethel Bright from the
Mid-South Regional Resource Center; the University of. Kentucky;
generously shared their own work; assisted the Center'S data
collecti efforts, and worked collaboratively in the prepata-
tion of the related services volume; Dick Galloway and Beverly
Osteen of the National Association of State Directors of
Special Education also assisted Center staff in all phases of
the project's work.
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VOLUME 4

EFFECTIVE STATE MONITORING POLICIES
((duality Monitoring and Monitoring of State Operated Programs)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

One of the most challenging aspects of the Eduction for

All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142) is the requirement

that state education agencies (SEAS) monitor all education

programs for handicapped children within their state to ensure

compliance with federal law. This provision broadened SEAs'

responsibilities substantially, and while SEAs have made great

progress in carrying out this mandate, they have encountered

major difficulties as well. This report summarizes some of

the lessons learned from SEAs' experience with monitoring, and

then fOcusses on two policy areas which SEA officials identify

as needing further work:

The need to monitor or evaluate the quality of
special education programs; and

The need to monitor more effectively the education
programs administered by other state agencies.

I. THE MANDATE FOR STATE MONITORING UNDER P.L. 94-142

ThO intent of the monitoring provisions in P.L. 94-142 is

to assure a single line of accountability within a state for

the education of all handicapped children. To this end, the

federal statute required that SEAs monitor local education

agencies (LEAs) more extensively; consequently, SEAs have

iv
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initiated three year monitoring cycles to determine the extent

to which LEAs comply with the policies and procedures

established by federal and state law. In addition, P.L.

94-142 required that SEAs monitor educational programs serving

handicapped children that were administered by other state

agencies.' This provision meant that SEAs..bad to review.the

educational programs of state-operated facilities and

institutional programs in many states, for the first time.

The mandate thus put SEAs into a new, more difficult

relationship with other state agencies.

SEAS' experiences with the monitoring mandate already

have generated both a number of lessons and several areas of

concern. These include the following:

Compliance monitoring is one of the SEAs' most legiti-
mate, and perhaps their most powerful, vehicle to
influence LEA programming;

However, SEAs_have discovered that not all LEAs require
the same level of monitoring. Once an LEA is in com-
pliance, it may be more efficient to concentrate
monitoring elsewhere.

An increasing number of_ SEAs_have concluded that most
LEAs now need technical assistance as much asi or in
addition to, compliance monitoring;

Officials in several SEAs argue that compliance
monitoring efforts, at least as conducted in the past,
have overlooked some qualitative aspects of handicapped
children's educational programming;

Progress in monitoring LEAs has not been accompanied by
comparable success in monitoring programs in state-
operated facilities;

The knowledge that SEAs have gained from their monitoring

experiences seems to be leading toward a concensus that (1)
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compliance monitoring remains an essential tool to ensure the

adequacy of local programs; (2) the time has come to consider

building on; or revising; basic compliance monitoring systems

to reflect more qualitative, dimensions of special education

programming; and (3) the techniques which have proven success-

ful in monitoring local programs must be adapted to ensure

more effective monitoring of other state programs.

II. SEA POLICIES TO MONITOR THE QUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS

The new and growing interest in measuring the quality of

4,-Special education programs reflects SEAS' and LEAs' desires to

prove that their programs are effective. Budget constraints

at all levels of government; in combination with mounting

national criticism of public education; have caused SEA and

LEA administrators to seek documentation of program quality.

Pt0(4ress in measuring quality has been slowed; however;

by Conceptdal and operational difficulties; For instancei.

little concensus exists as to what constitutes quality; ho' t=o,

assess it; and how to measure program outcomes. Further dif-

ficulties result from the ambiguous relationship existing

between quality and compliance monitoring. Should these ti-46

types of efforts be integrated into one sys).em; or can they

exist independently of one another? Thes are

compounded even further by the scarcity of appropriate

material:; designed to measure educational quality; thus; most

!states undertaking this task must develop their own materials;

vi
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Despite these difficulties, a nWmber of SEAs have

committed themselves to monitoring the of special

education programs. The experience of-Tdlir such SEAS; along

with the experience of a state Mental Health Division; reveal

some of the potential advantages as well as the problems in

evaluating program quality:

The Nebraska Department of Education's (NDE's)
,System for Program Effectiveness Evaluation:
Nebraska's system for evaluating program effec-
tiveness grew from NDE officials' belief that it
was time to move beyond compliance monitoring to
assess the quality of special education,programs
statewide; A committee of educators - convened by
NDE developed a set of "service goals" which were
based on committee members' perceptions of the
characteristics of an effective special 'education
program; These goals are the basis for an
evalqation system which will be field - tested by
NDE in the fall of 1983 in 25 LEAs;

The Missouri Department- of E le mentarz-and
Secondari Education's Sistem for Prog_ram
Evaluation: With the help of LEAs, the Missouri
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
(DESE)- is developing a model to evaluate local
special education programs and services in_order
to provide, state_policymakers and local
administrators with information on the impacts_of
LEA programs. This evaluation system basically
consists of a series of questions that probe the
nature of an LEA's identification practices, IEP
development; placement procedures; and other
program characteristics; The system is self-
administered:by LEAs and will he field-tested
during the 1983-84 school year;

Th&_Nor_th___Carol_i_n_a_DeEartment_of
Instruction's Use of-Program-Dual
The Division of Exceptional Children (DEC) of this
state's Department of'Public Instruction developed
a system of_Program Quality Evaluatdon J_POE) to
assist local districts in assessing the effective-
ness of.thei_r special_education_programs, _POE_is
a_goal-based evaluation_methodology which esta-
blishes_program goals and_objectives,_as Well as
detailed evaluation questions that will he used to

vii



determine if objettiveS have been met; This
system has been desigped to be of use to T.EAs and
the SEA, i.e., contributing information; about
local program quality and state planning and
program development. DEC 'eventually hopes to
integrate PQE with' compliance monitoring
system because of the belief that one consolidated
monitoring system is both cost efficient and
effective.

The California Department of Education's
Integration_of Quality Assessment and Compliance
Monitoring: :California's Department of Education
is One of the.few SEAs to have administered a
monitoring system that was designedto combine
compliance monitoring and measurement of program
quality. This unitary system was built around a
series of criteria statements- against which school
performance was meftecred. While implementation of
the system was repOrted to besatisfactory, it is
under revision as part of a general restructuring
of the SEA's monitoring procedures;

to The_Orelon mental Health Divis-ions_S__tuden_t_
Pxb_gress Ric o-rd System: Oregon's Mental Heal tli
D iVi8ibh (MHD) _is evalu_ating.the quality of
programming for Trainable Mentally Retarded (TMR)
children in public_ schools. (Under Oregonlaw,
MHD is responsible for public school'programming
for these children.) After Obtaining extensive
input_from its consumers teachers -- this
d ivision developed a system to measure student
achievement, the Student Fttogress Record-(SPR),
that focusses on individual chi'ldren's progress.
The SPR has been incorporated into IEP programs,

051-is used to ensure progr _accountability, and has
holstered political and fi anciaI support.

As these examples il1istrate, approaches program'

quality evaluation can differ markedly. However, the movement.

toward Measuring program quality seems to be gaining force;

More and more SEAS are expressing interest in it, particularly

as a way of documenting the veld-6 of their program for state

and local public officials.--Wist of these approaches demon-

strate that SEAs' monitoring of state-operated prograrris is

most effective when it is just one aspect of a more

viii
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encompaSSing partnership between sEAs d other state

agencies ThiS report deiCuments three of thes approaches:

The MI-rinesota_p_gtMent ofEdueation's Use of-,_
111.a_e_r_Gy A.OreeTehts: The Minne -ota Departmen-C
of Eduction entered int-6 written
the DgPartments Of_PUbliC Welfare

,rireements with
and Corrections

to ensU re that their educational Programs complied
with fleral and state la.i. B?th agencies also
agre00 to correct deficiencies c
monitoring team- Sin6e the a

cited by the

signd; _the Department OE. P1-1 to

greement8 were
1 ic Welfare

facill_tis have been brought linto compliatice_tik
improvIngheir dui process PrIvell protection,
and surrogate Parent procs(?utes. Greate
difficults were encountered in monitoring th6
correct ional_facillties but subs
improveNent has been made.

tantia 1 progt-at

'tthThe Aribna tille.-:-ent Of E4112-1S11ns-Monitorina
Of Youth COrreCtI°rIal Fatiltti_es. As a result of
several years of Monitoring th-o educatiOnal
peograM% for handicapped children in this state's
correctional- faoikitiOS, improvements have beeh
Mede ib_the kind bf OdUCation in carcerated youth
hve received: This improvement resulted frOM
strongWorking_relatiOnShip betWPen Dekasrtment of
EdUca tin and CorreCtiOnS' staff T

vided intensive techniCal asSistarIce;t1.79.TZIf%_ _

train_ln and targeted additional funds to DOE
pr6graM%; A corrective action Plan is In place
and continued progress is Bing mad6;

The _\q4la iLIepp nt of Ed_ uca_ t o
_

MOritCrtn standard
s Use se of Co-re

,_a -7-
nwithfOUt stat :

agenci ei the Virginia Department of Educatoh
develPPed a systemOf "core standa Inbj
departmental bicenure and Certification.
core standards are_administered YTr, interagency
team that ,visits each state - operated residential
facility. Due, to the unusual degree of coopera
tion among different state agencies, each state
60encY is able". to assist in reviewing
total Otogra waysMs; and, in that

children's
_y; ensure the

review' siibStanticie value and efficiency
Virginia's approach Stresses meeting the basic
requirements of federa_land state_educatioh
statutes in conjunction with the

service
of

other Federal and stte hiiMati 5erVICe statutes.
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EFFECTIVE STATE MONITORING POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging aspects of the Education for

All Handicapped Children Act (P;1 94-142) has been the

requirement that state education agencies (SEAs) monitor all

educational programs for handicapped ch..ildren within their

state to ensu45compliance with federal law. In most states;

this mandate expanded the SEA monitoring tole in at leaSt two

important ways. First; it required more extensive monitoring

of local programs; Under P;L; 947142; SEAs have had to gather

much-more detailed information about school districts'

politic:; and procedures than they did in the past; Second;

the statute broadened the scope of SEA monitoring: it

requited SEAS to review the educational programs of other
.

State agencies, thus placing SEA officials in the sometimes

diffiCOlt position of evaluating the nature and quality of

state operated programs which in the past had been completely

autonomouS;

SEAs have made substantial progress in carrying out parts

of their new monitoring responsibilities; For example, SEA

officials indicate that monitoring of LEAs has proceeded well.

Most states have completed a three-year cycle of LEA Mbni=

toring; and Whi'lemuch work must he done before all LEAs are

in compliance with 60f.?ral law; administrators are optimistic

that this goal can he achieved with the-aid of existing

monitoring to-chniques.
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other aspects of SEA monitoring are more problemmatic.

Administrators cite two issues in particular Which,, they

believe, will require careful policy development in the years

ahead. These are

(I) The need to monitor or evaluate the "quality"
special education programs; and

(2) The need to monitor more effectively the education
programs administered by other state agencies.

ROC8Use state officials contacted in the course of thiS

project voiced great concern about these two issues, they are

the td-ciA for this report on effective state monitoring

policies.

The report is organized into three sections. Section

reviews P.L. 94-142's monitoring mandate in more detail and

summarizes state experiences in implementing monitoring

systems; Sections TI and III then analyze specific SEA

policies that are related to the two issues identified above;

Because many SEA policies in these two areas are experimental

in nature, Sections II and III contain a mix of developmental

efforts nd proven sses. It, may well be that the

nomer'iing" SEA policies will be most useful in ililittatirig

the new ditections that are open SEAs.



I. THE MANDATE FOR STATE MONITORING UNDER P.L. 94-142

The intent of the monitoring provisions in P.L. 94-142

is to assure a single line of accountability for the educa-

tion of all handicapped children within a state; To this end;

the federal statute provides a broad mandate for state educa-

tion agencies; requiring that they:

"...provide for procedures for evaluation at least
annually of the effectiveness of programs in ,meeting
the educational needs of handicapped children
(including evaluation of individualized educational
programs); in accordance with such criteria that the
Commissioner shall prescribe..."

(Section 613.(a)(11))

This mandate is made more specific in the federal regulations

issued after the law's passage:

"A general application must_include assurances;
satisfactory to the Commissioner...

(3) That the state will adopt and use_proper methods
of administering each program, including:

(i) Monitoring of agencies_;_institutions, and:
organizations responsible for carrying out
each program; and the enforcement of any
obligations imposed on those agencies,
institutions; and organizations under law;

(ii) Providing technical assistance; if _

necessary; to those agencies; institutions,
and organizations;

(iii) Encourgaging the adoption of promising or
innovative educational techniques by those
agencies, institutions; and organizations;

(iv) The dissemination throughout the state of
information on program requirements and
successful practices; and

(v) The correction of deficiencies in program
operations that are identified through
monitoring or evaluation."

(Education Division General Administrative Regulations

Section 100b; 101 (e) (3))



Two aspects of this mandate are particularly noteworthy.

For one, the monitoring mandate under P.L. 94-142 is compre-

hensive in scope. The SEA must monitor all programs in the

state which receive public funds to educate handicapped

Children. This means that, in addition to monitoring LEAs and

intermediate educational units (IEUs), the SEA must (1) moni-

tor other State human service agencies that administer

education programs for handicapped children, and (2) assure

that any programs for handicapped children located in private

facilities and paid for by public funds comply with the

requirements of federal law.

Second, the regulations give prominence to the

requirement that the SEA shall "undertake monitoring and

evaluation activities to insure compliance...with the

requirements (of the law)." To a large extent, this

requirement has led SEAS to focus their monitoring efforts on

the procedural aspects of federal and state law. The

standards established to assess LEA programs have been based

on the specific processes outlined in P.L. 94-142 -- e.g.,

procedures for IEP development, parent involvement, use of

surrogate parents, etc. -- rather than broader issues

concerning the nature or effectiveness of special education

programs. Underlying this approach is an assumption that

compliance with P.L. 94-142's specific requirements will

assure quality programming.

Since P.L. 94-142's passages SEAS have implemented

monitoring systems designed to generate the information

required by federal law and regulation; In fact, by now,

4



many aspects of these state systems have become similar. For

example, studies have shown that SEAs' monitoring of local

programs almost always incorporates the following stages:

Pre -visit preparations, which include organizing
Stan, assigning responsibilities, and scheduling
visits;

On7site procedures, usually involving a team or an
indiVidUal ftbt the SEA reviewing LEA documentation
procedures and examining in detail a sampling of
student records, particularly IEPS;

Reporting, which usually_ takes the form of immediate
verbal feedback to LEA administrators at the completion
of a monitoring visit and, at a later point, _a formal
written report on the educational programs of the local
education agency; and

Feedback and Follow -up activities, which_can_include
further SEA review of an LEA_where defidientie8 were
notediorcorrective action if the LEA agrees with the
deficiencies and takes stepS'to remedy

Along with these similarities, state monitoring efforts

differ in several ways as well. For example, the priority

which SEAS assign to monitoring varies widely state by state.

In some states, extensive staff resources have been devoted to

this task, and the SEA has continually refined its monitoring

materials and procedures. Other SEAs have been content with a

minimal monitoring effort which they believe assures com-

pliance with federal law but does not attempt to accomplish

any broader purposes.

SEAs' experiences in monitoring local programs already

have generated a number of lessons. First; compliance

'John Tringo and Martin Kaufman, "State Practices and
Progress in Monitoring P.L. 94-142," unpublished.
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monitoring is one of the most legitimate, and perhaps the most

powerful, vehicle that SEAs-have_t_o influence LEA programs.

Thete is no doubt that vigorous SEA enforcement of federal and

state special edUtatibn statutes has changed the nature and

scope of LEA programs. It has contributed to a widespread

upgrading of local OtOgtat standards and ensured that basic

precepts of the federal law -- for example, the right to

education in the least restrictive environment -- are
\

incorporated into local programs. SEAs' compliance monitoring

is one of the central reasons for the dramatic impact of P.L.

94-142 nationwide.

Second, however, SEAs have discovered that not all LEAs

- Pvel__of monitoring. Initially, state pro-
.

cedures were developed to provide uniform monitoring to all

LEAs regardless of the quality or scope of their program.

Naturally; smaller LEAs were monitored in less time and with

fewer people than larger LEAs, but the basic procedures were

the same for all. As SEAs have completed their first

monitoring cycles, many have begun to differentiate among LEAs

so that they can focus their monitoring efforts -- and

particularly their follow-up or corrective action - efforts

on LEAs w.here problems have been identified and special help

is needed. SEAs argue that to.do OtherWige -- i.e., to

continue to spread resources equally across all LEAS

regardless of their situation -- is wasteful f increasingly

scarce state personnel resources;

Third, SEAs are questioning whether the time and money

spent in monitoring are yielding benefits of comparable-value.

6



Monitoring efforts consume a significant portion of state

agency resources and also impose burdens of time and expense

on local education agencies; Voluminous data are collecte-
-\.

and, depending on the state system, paperwork can be exten-

sive; While no SEAs question the'need for some type of

compliance monitoring, an increasing number are asking if

current monitoring procedures fully meet the needs of either

the SEA or LEAs. Related to this point, some SEAs are

considering whether the data collected through monitoring

activities could he better targeted to meet specific informa-

tion needs of the SEAS.

Fourth, an increasing number of SEAs are concluding that

many LEAs now need technical assistance rather than, or in

addition to, compliance monitoring. Monitoring efforts of the

past have inevitably carried with them an enforcement and

oversight function. In fact, the nature of monitoring puts

the SEA in a supervisory role, with an implicit threat of

withdrawal or withholding of *unds if necessary. Rather than

promoting LEA perceptions of the SEA as a partner in the

effort to educate handicapped children, compliance monitoring

efforts can generate an adversarial relationship between the

SEA and local education agencies. To avoid this, many SEAs

are attempting to give equal emphasis to technical assistance

-roles. In this context, the SEA views itself, and is viewed

by the LEA, as a source of help in identifying LEA problems

and of advice and perhaps assistance in resolving these

problems. This emphasis on technical assistance need not



imply that compliance monitoring is unimportant (particularly

For LEAs not yet in compliance with the federal iaW)i 166t it

SUgOests that for some LEAs sufficient progreSs has been made

so that basic compliance issues should share priority with an

ongoing attempt to improve and strengthen local education

agency programs that can best be done if the LEA

SEA work together.

Fifth, many SEA officials are arguing that compliance

monitoring efforts, at leatt as they have been conducted in

the past; have missed some fundamental, qualitative aspects of

educatlonal programs for handicapped children. Compliance

monitoring's focus on the procedural aspects of state and

federal law has tended to overshadow the qualitative aspects

of educational programming. For example, it is comparatively

simple for an SEA to observe whether an LEA has in place the

procedures necessary to develop an IEP and Make a placement

decition. The SEA can observe whether timelines are observed,

whether parents are duly notified; and whether all written

productt are-in the student's file. However, an LEA can meet

all theSe requirements and still be placing students in inap-

propriate settings or failing to develop the resources in

regular schools that are necessary to assure education in the

least restrictive environment. A growing number of SEAs are

now eager to move beyond looking simply at procedural. and

quantitative measures of LEA performance and t begin investi-

gating qualitative meatures of educationuaI programming as

well.



Sixth; SEA officials realize that progress in monitoring

LE_As_nas_aat_ been_accompanied by comparable success in moni-

toring educational _programs in state-operated facilities. In

part; this disparity is a matter of priorities; most SEAs

have given greater attention to LEA monitoring becaute LEA

programs serve the majority of children with handicapping

conditions in a state. In part; however; the gap in progress

reflects SFAS' inability to marshall the resources necessary

to effectively monitor the range of programs administered by

other state human service agencies for handicapped children;

In sum, the knowledge that SEAS have gained from their

experience in monitoring local programs seems to be leading

toward a consensus that (I) compliance, monitoring remains an

essential and powerful tool to ensure the adequacy of ldCal
-I

programs; to consider building.on; or revising,

nait compliance monitoring systems to reflect more quanta=

tive dimensions of special education programming; and (3) the

techniques WhiCh have proven successful in monitoring local

programs must now be adapted to enable more effective

monitoring of other state programming.

kased on this consensus, two policy questions emerge as

rriquiring attention by federal and state administrators as

SEAs c Itinue to develop their monitoring policies:

Row -and to what extent should_SEA monitoring
e-eforts attempt to assess quality of education?

2. How can SEAs effectively monitor parallel state.
agencies?



The remainder of this report explores policies related to

these two issues.-- one of which represents the emerging

"state -of- the art" of state monitoring activities; and the

other of which represents SEAs' on-going attempt to carry-out

the " eneral supervision" mandate of P.L. 94-142;

10
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II. SEA POLICIES TO MONITOR THE OUALITY_OF_EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS

The issue of quality monitoring has grown in importance

as state and local education agencies feel the need to gain

more from their monitoring activities: more than descriptions

of program procedures; more than just assertions that special

education is somehow "working ;" more. even than. information

6

about LEAs' compliance with state and federal laws. Special

educators; like all education officialS, are feeling the

pressure of public scrutiny and; increasingly, are seeking to

prove that their programs are effective and of high qual4ty..

This has led to a series of efforts, undertaken independeh -tly

by a growing number of SEAs, to develop methods for measuring

the quality of LEA programs.

Progress in measuring quality has been slow," however;

bedaUse such measurement it inherently dif,ficult; with

pitfalls that are bOth conceptual and operational in-nature.

A hiiMbet Of factors make quality monitoring problemmatic.

Of these, the first is the most fundamental: the concept

quality in special education is only beginning to be'

defined. The question "What constitutes gualjty?' can be

answered in many different ways; and theret-is,;as yet; no con-

sensus within the special education field about the dimensions

that make'up quality programming; Similar1y, the approaches

to assessing quality are as varied as the goaks which 6if-
.

;forent people place on special education programs. ShOUld

quality be judged by lobking primarily at program design or

structure? Or are prograM outcomes the only valid measure?

11



Aro cost factors relevant to assessing quatity, or should
4

evaluative judgements he made free of resource considerations?

is ic. necessary to closely examine student achievements, or

can parental satisfaction be a sufficient proxy for assessing

quality? U7.timately, the question is, whosn- qoalF: for special

education are to be used when quality is assessed: those of

p)licymakers, administrators, teachers, students, parents,.or

some combination from all these persons?

SEA attempts to ineasure progrAm quality are complicated

by'the need to define their relationship to compliance

monitoring. Should these two types of efforts be integrated

into one system, or can they exist independently of one

another? While the role of the SEA in coMpliance monitoring

is clear, what should he the SEA role in quality assessment?/

Perhaps most importantly, do SEAs have the resources to do a

thor.Jugh job of both compliance monitoring and quality

assessment? Or does the movement toward measuring quality

necessarily involve less intensive compliance monitoring?

These and similar questions arc crucial as SEA officials think

abrut measuring program quality.

The policy problems involved in assessing program quality

are compounded by the scarcity of materials that are designed

for this purpose; Most of the materials available to assess

special education quality fall within one of two extremes.

They are either very general; -- i ;e; they set forth an

overall approach to quality measurement -- in which case

considerable-work must still be done to tailor teem to the

12
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specific needs of an SEA. nr they tend to berhighly specific,

designed to measure a discrete program and adopted to that

program's goals. In the latter case, the materials are likely

to be too one-dimensional to he immediately useful to an SEA.

Thus, as most SEAS have found, the decision to meAure program

quality usually includes a commitment to develop appropriateli,

materials as well;

Finally, any. attempt to measure quality may encounter

resistance from those whose work is being measured. By its

nature, evaluation carries with it the risk that results will

be unfavorable rather than favorable to program administra-

tors, teachers, and others involved in education. While

everyone endorses the concept of quality measurement, the

reality of it can he intimidating for those whose "quality" is

being assessed.

For all of these reasons, SEA attempts to measure quality

involve' more than a simple expansion of existing activities.

They requirea process by which educators reexamine their

goals and then seek to determine how well they are doing

against these goals. Quality measurement also requires the

participatjon of a.wide range of people, in order to gain
a

support from all those whose work will be assessed. Thus,

when an SEA begins the process of quality measurement, the

ultimate benefits may not materialize for several years and

are almost certain to require the coordinated efforts of many

people over an extended period of time.

13



Despite the f qrmidable challengesi a number of SEAs have

committed thomse lv%a to MOnitering or evaluating the quality

of special education programs.

fet-ent names, and the no-menel

become a source of confusion

T eso effovts go by many dif-

Lite alone in this field has

Pot-purposes Of clarificatiohi

the generic term "program quality evalutiorta' used

fluently in the liscusSibn which fdllowei, but it its 'Meant to

include the range Of qualitrtelated efforts WhiCh SEAS have

undertaken.

Four SEA efforts we examined are sufficiently developed

that their experiences , and the 4pi-.3roaches they have chosen,

are instructive about, the problems and potential for program

ciudlity evaluation;, additi- an evaluatioh system used by

a state developMent61 disabilities agency to assess the pro -

gre8s'of trainable' retarded (TMR) students in lOdai

sch004 procAams Provide-s adothet perspective on the measure
_

meat of quality. The five eft-orts ere exa*ned in .turn below.

They are:

Nebraska's dQveIdcrent of a system for Program
Effectivene, Evaluation;

missouri'S System fdr_evaluating the effectiveness of
special edue;Ition programs;

North Caroliha's use df: Program duality Evaluation to
assess quality of local programs7

California s incorporation of quality Measurement into
its compliance monitoring system; and

Otegon' sLie of a Student Progress Reqord tr. document .

the effectiveness of "061.0r0Orams for TMR students 0

14



A. The 111''S Apf_ Education's System of
Program Effectiveness Evaluation

The Nebraska Department of Education is developing a

system of program evaluation which is designed to meet the

SEA's needs for evaluative information; as well as the compar-

able needs of LEAs.

The Special Education-Branch of the Nebraska Depart-
.ment of Education (NDE) has worked for several years
to develop a methrid of determining the effectiveness
of special education programs. S-.EA administrators,.
as well as LEA officials; _have sought such a method
because they felt it was time to move beyond com7
plj.ance monitoring and assess the quality of special
education programs statewide; In addition; NDE's
effort responds to a 1973 state law that requires NDE
to study the effectiveness of local special education
programs.

Development of evaluation methods was begun in 1980
when NDE entered -into a service agreement with the
Midwest Regional Resource Center (MRRC) to obtain
technical assistance on program effectiveness; In'
the following year; NDE convened a Program Effec-
tiveness Development Committee; whose twenty members
included LEA staff; higher education personnel,_and
special educators and general educators drawn -from
all geographic areas of the state. The Committee .
developed a set of standards -- or "service_goals"
which were based on the Committee members' percep7
tions of the characteristics of an effective special
education program. These standards covered program
areas such as Administration; Service Delivery;
Curriculum/ Materials/Facilities; Communication with
Consumers; Fiscal Management; and Systems Aspects
(i.e., relationships between LEAs and other human
service agencies). To obtain wide input on these
standards, NDE then convened a symposium on Program
Effectiveness Evaluation involving approximately 7,9,
educators from around the state who (1) reviewed and
.revised the standards; (2) identified the types of
information that an LEA would need in order to evalu-
ate each of the service goals; and (3) identified
potential pitfalls within each service goal;

Rased on this revised set of service goals; approxi-
mately 25 -LEAs will field test the evaluation system
in t-rhe fall of 1983. In some'districts, NDE's appli-
cation of the evaluation system will he combined

15
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with the regular monitoring visits of NDE staff; in
other districts; NDE Staff will just conduct_Program
Effectiveness Evaluation; Prior to the field tests,
NI)E staff will receive further training to ensure
that they have the skills to assist LEAs with proper
evaluations.

NDE_Officials are now working toward making the eval-
uation data useful for the state agency as well as
LEAs, while still retaining flexibility in the
evaluation methodology, (For a more detailed des-
cription of Nebraska's evaluation system; see
Appendix A.)

Nebraska's efforts illustrate several of the factors

that are moving SEAs toward program quality evaluation. The

Department of Education began this work because officials

there believed that the qualitative dimensions of special

educatieh were not adequately assessed or documented by

existing monitoring procedures; Theyi like officials in other

states, saw the need for a new type of evaluation effort that

would help set standards for high quality programs, rather

than simply assess LEAs for compliance with federal law;

Nebraska's effortS are also similar to those of other

states in that NDE's work was partially motivated by legisla-

tive demaryd for more information. While Nebraska may be

atypal in haying this legislative interest expresge& in law

(the 1973 statute), SEA officials' desire to respond more

fully to legislative inquiries is noCunusual.

Nebraska's methodology for Program Effectiveness

Evaluatihn is alse worth noting; .because it illustrates a type

of evaluative effort WhiCh is being followed or considered by

other SEAS. The "service goals" doVeloped in the Nebraska

system are an attempt to describe the characteristics of a

16



high quality -- and thus effective program. E'or the most

part; these "service goals" describe program attributes; i;e;;

the types of policies, procedures, and activities that can be

expected to produce program quality. They do not focus on

program or student outc-omes, but assure that if the desired

attributes of a program -- the inputs, in evaluation terms -

are in place, then desired outcomes will be promoted; In this

type of system, the concept of Grogram quality is closely

related to the concept of effectiveness, but is not identical

to it; As will be noted in subsequent examples, other states

have focussed more directly on program outcomes as a means of

.meAsuring program quality;

Before discussing other aspects of Nebraska's Program

EffeCtiveness Evaluation system, it is useful to look at

second SEA whose work both resembles and differs from the

Nebraska effort.

B. The Missouri Department of ElementaryaildSecondar3L
Education's System for Program Evaluation

Missouri's approach to assessing the quality of

special education programs is based on an evalUation system

which would he self-administered by LEAs.

00-

The Missouri Department of Elementary and SecOndary
Education (DESE) is developing a model to evaluate
local special education programs and services. A
primary goal of the model, is to provide local
administrators with information on the impacts of
their programs, but the information is intended to be
useful to state policymakers as well The DESE
approach to evaluation is oriented to LEA _needs
partly'bec-ause much of the impetus for .cleveloping an
evaluation system came fro LEAs themselves;

17



Missouri's evaluation_ system_ basically consists of a
series of questions that probe the nature of_ _an LEA's
identification practices, evaluation or diagnosis
practices; IEP development, placement procedures, and
other dimensions of the local special education
program. The evaluation adopts a systems approach
that enables an LEA to examine each stage Of the
major activities necessary for effective_program7
ming. The model is self-adminiotered_by LEAs, and
they in turn are responsible for identifying program
areas that require improvement.

The specific questions used in this system emerged
from a series of meetings between SEA and LEA staff
from February to June; 1983. State officiaIs_thus
believe that the questions represent a professional
consensus on the factors necessary for effective
programming. Missouri hopes to fie.ld test the system
during the 1983-84 school year. HESE views this
field test as a.cooperative "pilot" effprt, after
WhiCh SEA and LEA staff will refine the model and
judge its utility for LEAs;

Both DESE and LEA officials believe two benefits will
result from the evaluation activity; Local districts
will be able to use information abou_t program
effectiveness_ to gain continued support of their
programs from local school boards. When local boards.
are faced with tough budget decisions, special
education administrators realize that data on program
accomplishments are essential.- In addition, DESE
staff stress that the evaluation is,expected_to lead
to program improvements. As stated in the DESE
"Evaluation Review" document, "information on
...programs and services... should result in action
to improve them." (For a more detailed description
of Missouri's evaluation model; see Appendix 13.)

As, Missouri's evaluation efLort illustrates, the demand for

efforts to assess educational quality may emerge from

education practitioners at all levels of government. Program

quality evaluation is not being imposed on LEAs by state

adMinistrators. Rather, LEA officials -- in Missouri, as in

other states -- are often eager for it, recognizing that it

meets their own information needs;

18



The fact Lhat quality assessment is often a mutual

goal of state and local official§ is well-illustrated by the

collaborative manner in which the MissOdri system has been

developed; There; as in Nebraska, LEAS contributed to

formulating the questions and will be an ongoing part of

judging whether the system works;

Missouri's activities also illustrate one of the

major reason why quality measurement is becoming more desired.

As was mentioned previously; special educators recognize the

need to defend their programs, especially when education funds

-- local tax revenues, as Well as state and federal subsidies

face competition in a world of dwindling dollars; Special

education's growth in the past decade resulted not just from

the P.L. 94-142 mandate, but frOm a widespread conviction that

its program provided clear and direct benefits to handicapped

children. Now that new programs have been created and special

education's rapid program'growth has slowed somewhat; admini-

strators must be able to justify continued investments. Most

administrators are confident they can make a strong case if

data on program quality and effects can be more system atiCally

pioduced.

As noted; Missouri's efforts on program evaluation

are similar in_some ways to. Nebraska.'s; In _part..;. _this is due_

to common elements in t:41 (ievolopment of the two states'

activities: bOth SEAs involved the MRRC in their early plan-

ning; they both reviewed some of the same materials in

deVeloping their systems; and administrators from Missouri

19



attended Nebraska's early meetings about quality assessment.

But in addition, the similarities between the two states

represent patterns that will probably occur in most SEAS as

they begin to move toward program quality evaluation.

For example, in both states, theSEA decided to take

a leadership role even though much of the desire for evalua-

tion systems. was expressed by local administrators; In both

Missouri and Nebraska, SEA officials realized that the task of

developing evaluation standards was probably beyond the

capacities of any one LEA. Without SEA coordination; program

quality_ evaluation was unlikely to materialize. This is

liable to he true in most states.

Similarly, developraent of materials on quality

evaluation has been an inductive process in Nebraska and

Missouri, and would probably be so in any state. Neither

Nebraska nor Missouri simply adopted a preexisting set of

materials as the basis for their evaluation; appropriate

pre-packaged materials do not exist. Because the state-of-

the-art in program effectiveness evaluation is still

rudimentary, SEAs moving in this direction will have to devote

much of their effort to developing materials;

Even if evaluation materials were more generally

available;_ Nebraska's. and. Missouri's; expertences_indicate that

tailoring the methodology to a state's specific needs is

essential. This process forces SEAs to he explicit ahout.the

purposes of evaluation, the audience for evaluation results,

and the precise information that will be generated by the



evaluation. In addition, the process of developing evaluation

methodologies also serves to marshall support; SEAs' and

LEAs' collaborative work in developing either the evaluation

questions as in Missouri) or service goals (as in Nebraska)

reduces the threat inherent in evaluation for all partici-

pants; It ensures that an evaluation will not he seen as

something imposed on LEAs by a higher level of government, but

rather as a useful tool which the LEAs themselves have

designed;

The North Carolina Department of Public Instruction's
URP of Program Quality Evaluation

Several of these same elements can be observed in yet

a third approach to quality evaluation; While similar to the

activities just described, North Carolina's approach differs

in several important ways as well;

The Division for Exceptional Children (DEC) of the
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction has
developed a system of Program Quality Evaluation
(POE) to assist local districts in assessing the
effectiveness of special education programs;

As in other states, DEC officials began this effort
because they felt that compliance monitoring focused
primarily on the "pr, cess" of _special education;
What was needed, thr-,y believed, _was_to supplement
such monitoring with "program" monitoring that would
determine the quality of programs for handicapped
children,. The system has been developed -to answer
basic questions such as: Is a special- program
effective? Are special ne-e-d-s Chi-ldren learning
academics and skills? Which parts of the special
education program are excellent and which are
satisfactory?

DEC contracted with APT, Inc;, from West Hartford,
Connecticut, to develop evaluation materials and to
train DEC staff in evaluation methodology; After
obtaining extensive input from DEC's Regional
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Coordinators; as well as from other DEC and LEA
staff; APT field tested the Program Quality
Evaluation (POE) model in two school systems.
Revisions were then made for the final system manual;

POE is a goal7based evaluation methodology which
establishes, first, a series of broad goals con-
cerning the program to be evaluated; second;- specific
program_objectives related to these goals; and third;
detailed evaluation questions which determine if the
objectives have been met. The objectives and ques-
tions focus on grogram operations and numerical
criteria are established as benchmarks of satisfac-
tory performance. (For example; a sample goal might
be that "75% of students in a program attain desired
reading skills.")

DEC is now moving toward broader implementation; and
will be awarding up to sixteen competitive incentive
grants.of from $2;000 to S10;000 to encourage local
units to participate in.POE in the 1983-84 school
year. The local agencies using POE will be exempt
from a program compliance visit or ,a self-monitoring,
report -- the other forms of monitoring and
evaluation which DEC uses to assess LEAs. (For a
more detailed_description of North Carolina's system;
see Appendix C.)

Several aspects of North Carolina's POE system are

particularly interesting. First; it was designecPto be of

direct assistance to the SEA as well as to LEAS. AS in the

case of Nebraska's and Missouri's systems, POE is intended to

contribute to public information on special education (and

thus build community and po-liticaI support) and to improve

local program quality. On this latter goal; DEC makes clear

that local school districts using POE are expected to remedy

any diJficiencies which are. found through- POE-pro-cedures.

addition to assisting LEAs, however, POE is designed to

improve state planning and program development. DEC hopes to

aggregate evaluation data from many LEAS to obtain an improved

picture of the quality of special education statewide.
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Specifically, DEC believes that POE will eventually allow the

state to:

develop a state-wide perspective on special education
and budgetary needs;

produce long-range plans; and,

make recommendations to the State Board of Education
and the General Assembly.

A second interesting facet of North Carolina's system

is that DEC intends,. to integrate POE with its compliance

monitoring system. DEC makes clear in its written materialS

on the system that POE does not substitute for federal and

state compliance monitoring; the two systems are thought of as

two parts of one comprehensive monitoring system, thus

avoiding the duplication of effort which can occur when such

systems are developed in a parallel,.; but uncoordinated,

fashion.

Finally, North Carolina's approach to broader

implementation -- i.e., using a competitive incentive grant

process recognizes that LEAS may incur extra costs in

implementing any new system. Implicit in DEC's willingness to

pay for some of these initial costs is a recognition that

LEAs are more likely to implement this system if they receive

help financing it.

North Carolina's interest in integrating program

quality evaluation with compliaKce monitoring has been shared

by other SEAs that have considered more extensive measurement

of quality. _one rationale for such consolidation is that the
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resulting monitoring system,is more efficient; Moreover; it

can he argued that the distinctions which are sometimes drawn

between program quality evaluation and compliance monitoring

are spurious. These are actually just differing approaches to

the same goal; i.e.; improved educational programs for handi-

capped students; The next example illustrates advantages and

disadvantages of such integration;

D. The California Department of Education's Integration
of Quality Assessment and Compliance Konitor_i_ng

The California Departtent of Education is one of the

few SEAs to have actually implemented a monitoring system

combining compliance and quality monitoring. Although

California's system is now under revision, it provides an

example of how quality assessment can be made an integral part

of a monitoring system;

In the school years 1981-82 and 198'2-83i the
California Department of Education used monitoring
procedures which included both compliance and quality
measures. AS in many other states; the Department's
emphasis on quality reflected wide spread sentiment
any:mg LEAs that compliance monitoring; as it was then
done; provided little assistance to LEAs trying to
improve their programs.

Department officials' _chose to modify their overall
monitoring system to AnclUde quality measures rather
than develop a parallel system that would assess
program effectiveness.-, Their goal was to- emphaSie
examination of the total program_ for handicapped
students; and they felt that both compliance- and
quality measures contributed to this aim.

The' meChodology Tor the California system was derived
from two sources: (1) the School Improvement
Monitoring System; a child-centered evaluation system
for all educational programs; which was already in
use-in selected districts in the state; and (2) the
compliance monitoring system that the Special
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EducatiOn Division had been using. The new system
was built around a series of criteria statements (in
effect, goal statements for effective practice). TO
measure school performance against these criteria,_a
series of_more detailed questions were set forth,
some of which were designed to be asked of admini-
strators, some of parents, some of teachers, and some
to be answered through document review. A_proportion
of these questions_ compliance issues .and
were tied to specific provisions of state or federal
law. Others assessed school performance or children's
progress on dimensions not required by law, but
judged as.important. These quality questions had,
for the most part, been developed by SEA staff with
assistance from field personnel (teachers and
administrators) who were consulted in the process.

The system was tested in school year 1981-82 and
revised for 1982-83. Field evaluations of the second.
year were extremely positive and SEA staff believed
the system gave a comprehensive view of the
performance of local special education programs.

All Of the monitoring systems of the California
Department of Education are now underorevision, due
to a new effort to forge_one integrated school moni-
toring system across all educational programs. As
part of this effort, monitoring systems are being
reduced primarily to _their compliance components.
Thus, many_of the quality dimensions incorporated in
the special education monitoring system of the past
two years may be discarded despite their effective-
ness. (For examples of California's procedures, see
Appendix D.)

California's System to assess program quality has

several advantages which, even though no longer used in

California, may he useful to other SEAs.

California's integration of compliance monitoring and

quality evaluation seemed effective both conceptlally and

practically. Conceptually, this integration reflected the

conviction that the t o'types of monitoring shOuld he linked

because, ultimately, both seek to determine the degree to

which programs are serving students well. This integration
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also had offered practical advantages; School districts had

to cope with only one system that united compliance moni-

toring and quality evaluation criteria, not two. As a result;

SEA visits to school districts were consolidated, and training

for monitOring personnel could combine both quality and

compliance proceduras.

California's specific methodology for consolidating

compliance and quality "criteria" also offers some lessons to

other SEAs. Too often, systems that evaluate educational

programs can devolve into a long series of unrelated ques-

tions, with the focus being lost; By weaving compliance and

quality-assessment concerns-into a aet .of unified crit_ria;

California's system seemed to maintain a clear focus on the

evaluation's overall purpose; This clarity can be critical in

determining whether a system is accepted by administrators;

teachers, and parents.

California's experience with this system points to

two additional aspects which SEAs contemplating program

quality evaluation should study. California's system required

significant state investment because it was comprehensive,.

_validated its findings by cross-interviews and record reviews

from a wide range of sources, and because field personnel

conducted the monitoring review; California officials

indicate that costs would he cut if state staff were used for

these purposes; Also; because all LEAs used all parts of the

system; it was time-consuming for SEA and LEA staff; Finally;

in California_this- type of system was mandatory for all LEAs;
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states seeking to reduce the SEA'S prescriptive authority over

LEAs might choose to make parts of such a system voluntary.

E. The Oregon Mental Health Division's Student Prog-res s
Record System

Oregon has taken a quite different approach to
;evaluating the quality of special education programming.

Because of an unusual historical development of special educe-

tion programming in Oregon,
2 Mentalental Health Division (MHD)

in the State's Department of Human Resources oversees local

school districts' programming for TMR children. Therefore,

the MHD agency; and not the Department of Education, is

'valuating the quality of TMR programming; The Oregon system

emphasizes detailed measurement of each handicapped child'S _

educational progress; By aggregating this:inormation, the

state agency is able to judge broader program effectiveness.

The Oregon Mental Health Division has implemented a
system of student progress evaluation that measures
the quality of educatton received, by Trainable
Mentally Retarded (TMR) children in Oregon public
schools. _(In Oregon, the TMR designation includes
mod_e_rately, severely, and profoundly retarded
Children.

Use of this system_beganshortW after 1969, when the
state legislature first assigned responsibility for
educating TMR children to the Division of Mental
Health; Prior to that time, most of these children
had been living at home or in an institution and
there was considerable skepticism among educators
as well as parents -- that they could he adequately
educated in public schools. Thus, as MHD officials

Under current Oregon law, the Division of Mental Health
is responsible for educational programming for TMR children,'
through contracts with local school districts; Of
approximately 1,400_TMR children in the state,_all but 50
are being educated in public schools as part of the programs
set up by the MR/DD Program Office, Mental Health Division.
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supervised the movement of these children from other
.settings to public_schools,_they felt it was critical
to (1) show that these children could make progres
in public schools; and (2) establish accountability
over local school programs for the effectiveness of
the instructional: programs.

MHD found its first system for measuring student
achievement; based on three standardized tests,
unsatisfactory. Subsequently; MHD called together
special education-teachers to review_ fundamental
questions; such as "what were children being taught?"
and "what should children be expected to know after
each teaching year?" The instrument which was
eventually developed was tested for several years;
beginning in 1971,; It was substantially revised in
1975 and again in 1978 in response to the strengths
and weaknesses identified by its primary users; the
teachers. For example, in the 1978 revision;
teachers criticized the instrument's length and its
inability_to measure small increments of progress;
A-sa-res-ult Of this critique, the system was modi-
fied; additional questions were developed, and the
instrument was divided into skill=related sub-units;
Teachers were instructed to use only the appropriate
sub-units;_ thereby- gaining more detailed information
on a child, while reducing the testing time
involved.

Over time; the Student Progress Record (SPR) has been
used in many.ways. In its early years; its results
were used to show the legislature and the public that
TMR children were making progress in the public
schools and thus to justify continued program
support; More recently; SPR has been an integral
part of the IEP process; establishing very clear-
expectations for'the development of each child;

MHD also used the SPR to ensure program accountabi-
lity; 'In addition to reviewing each schoo.1 district's
contract and fiscal report; MHD examines data from
the SPR in order to judge how effective each local
program has been.

Although its historical development has differed from-
_

the SEA-based efforts previously:examined; Oregon's work

underscores some recurrent issues that characterize all

-efforts at qua-lity evaluation; For example; the use of SPR
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data to bolster political and financial support for a program

was a primary purpose in its early years. MHD success in

using information for this purpose indicates that .LEAs' desire

to use- data in this way is well founded; efforts expended in

deVelOping Stt-ch a system can pay off. MHD also found that

theitO system became useful and was acceptee only after

teachiVrs using it were asked to comment on it. SPR's succes-

sive revisions illustrate both the need for and the value of

constantly adapting any evaluation methodology to the changing

skills and perceptions of the people using it, as well as to

changing program goals.

The differences between Oregon's:system and other

systems are also worth noting for the useful directiOns they

can suggest to SEAS. Oregon's focus on individual children's

progress makes its system particularly strong. In contrast to

many of the quality assessment efforts SEAS have developed;

the MHD system pays little attentioi-1 to program inputs or

characteristics; Instead; it tries to answer; in the most

direct way possible; the central evaluation question "What

is this program accomplishing" and does so by measuring

Change in knowledge and behavior;, F3ecause many SBAs start by

leidking at compliance monitoring:issues; many of their efforts

measure gdality Still rely heavily on observing program

dhaeaCteriStiCS. Oregon's 'approach seems to be a more

reliable Measure of a program' s success in meeting educational

gbals. BecaUS6 OF-=this reliability, Oregon's approach also

seems to provide a better rOtionale by which to argue for

increased political or fiscal support.



In addition, Oregon's approach also seems to have been

well-designed to achieve the broader aims of program

management and accountability. MHD has been able to integrate

SPR with other agency activities, thereby deriving multiple

benefits from the initial investment in the system. The use

of the SPR in developing IEPs is one such example; the

information SPR generates about student achievement gives a

new dimension to IEPs; allowing teachers and parents to-

more specific when discussing student goals and accomplish-

ments. MHD also has used the SPR data to select teachers who

participated in special in-service training programs and to

judge the effectiveness of the training program provided by

Teaching Research, a Division of Oregon's Department of Higher

Education. In short, these data allow a number of different

measures of MHD and local school districts' effectiveness in

carrying out their mandate to educate TMR children.

F. Summary

A number of summary comments can be. made about SEAs'

efforts to develop and implement program quality evaluation;

Perhaps most strikingly, the methods used by SEAs to measure'

qualityLE2 varied and represent divergent views about the

gbais oP,cuaIity monitoring. Figure which summarizes the

major characteristics of the five dxamples desCribed in thit

section; confirms that state agencies measure different things

when they assess program "quality ". For example, Nebraska and

Missouri focus on program characteristics; or inputs. Their

systems establish program standards (or goals) which are
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FIGURE I
Characteristics of State Program Quality Evaluation Efforts

SEA Role LEA Rble Basis for Evaluation Products

MiSSbUri .Coordinated develop-
ment of materials.

Convened LEA repre-
sentatives to review
materials.

Jointly developed
evalu tion
materials with SEA.

Will self-
administer evalua-
tion methodology.

A_systems analysis.
of educational pro-
grams, with questions
that address program
resources and policies.

Information_ for
local school
districts.

Nebraska Coordinated_ develop --
ment of materials and
evaluation statidards;

Convened advisory
committee;

Will administer
evaluation.

Reviewed and
revised a draft of

. the proposed
standards.-

Standards and service
goals which define the
characteristics of a
qualityprogram.

InforMatibri for
local- school
districts:

North Carolina

.

Developed materials.
.

Will administer evalua-
tion.

Will aggregate data
statewide.

Reviewed materials.

Have option to com-
pete for incentive
grants;

Program goals, speci-
liC_ObjectiVes; and-
evaluation questions
which focus on pro-
gram operations.

Numerical standards
for program accomr
plishments,

4 Information for
LEAs."

Informationfor
SEA planning and
budgeting system;

California Developed and revised
materials.

Administered moni-
taring system.

Provided feedback
to SEA on effec- '

tiveness of the
system.

General goals and
specific criteria
defined as being the
characteristics of
a quality program;

Written reports for
LEA and SEA (com-
plianCOMdtiitbeing
report).

Oregon None. The system is
supervised by the
MUD state agency.

Administer mate-
rials to assess
both program and
student performance.

Increments -of- behavior
and/or skill/Iearning
change,

Report on each
student's progress;
classroom progress
and district pro-
gress, for LEA and
SEA.
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FIGURE I
Characteristics of State Program Quality Evaluation Efforts

(Continuation)

Other
Chracteristics

Current State
of Development

- Relationship td
COMpliance MOnitoring

MitadUri Discretion_given_to
LEAs on which pro-
gram areas to
assess;

To be field - tested
in 30 Sthi561 dittrieta
in school year 1983 -
84.

6 None;

Nebraska 6 Use of evaluation is
voluntary_for LEAs at
this point in time

To be field-tested
in four districts
in school year 1983-
84.

SEA wants Xo,coordihate
bUt not combine quality
evaluation with com-
pliance monitoring;

NOrth Carolina 4 SEA will award incen-
tive grants to parti-
cipating LEAs.

Field - tested in
1982-83.

Implementation in
16 dittritta
scheduled for FY
1983-84.

LEAs pilot-testing
the system are exempt
from compliance moni-
toting procedures

Eventual integration
of quality evaluation
and compliance moni-
toring.

California Quality measures are
interwoven with corn-
pliance measures in
one system.

Used statewide in
1981-82 and 1983-
84.

Full compliance
monitoring system now
under revision;

Fully integrated with
compliance monitoring
system;

Oregon Materials proved use-
ful program advocacy
with the state
legislature. Developed
by teachers.

Used in_Oregon
since 1969;

fr NO relationship to
SEAcompliance
monitoring.
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believed to be associated with quality, and then assess hOw

closely LEAs conform to these standards. By contrast, the

Oregon system looks almot entirely at student outcomes; In

Oregon's view, program quality should be judged primarily by

change in students' skills and behavior. This focus on pro-

gram effectiveness means that less attention is devoted in

Oregon's system to describing local program policies and pro-

cedures. Between these two are other systems which attempt to

synthesize the two approaches: these include (1) North

Carolina's system which blends measures of student achievement

and program characteristics to measure program quality, and

(2) California's system which also measures student

performance as well as overall program inputs.

Because none of these systems, other than Oregon's;

has been tested for any period of time, it is too early to

determine if documentation of program inputs is sufficient to

measure program quality. In the absence of such evidence,

however, the use of student and program oW me measures seems

to have the greatest potential for substantiating program

quality. Ultimately, education programs must seek (and be.

evaluated by) effectiveness in providing new skills or

information to a student, and it may be wise for SEAS to

reflect these goals in their attempts to.designquality

evaluation procedures.

The. SEA role in program quality evaluation_aIso

varies widely, indicating that SEAs will have to choose the

degree of responsibility they wish to assert in this area.
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of the SEAs discussed here have exerted leadership in

developing quality evaluation materials and in promoting

implementation of these systems. In some states, like

Missouri, the SEA role basically stopped there. Much of the

implementation in Missouri will he left to the discretion of

LEAs. In other states, for example, California, the SEA role

has been much more extensive. The SEA there was involved in

all aspects of quality evaluation because it was an integral

part of the ,state's compliance monitoring system. A position

midway between these extremes is again demonstrated by North

Carolina, where the SEA clearly will supervis the development

and use of the poE system, but is allowing LEAs to take the

lead in changing its content to reflect local conditidns and

then actually implementing it.

The consequences of tliese differing SEA roles are

likely to be significant. Just developing a program quality

evaluation system is costly;'fully implementing.it requires

even more resource. SEA officials must consider whether they

can afford this activity w'ithout taking resources away from

other essential functions; For SEAs that want to move ahead

with program quality evaluation, but do not want it to become

a statewide activity for which they are then responsible, the

SEA examples which coordinate system development but do not

fully implement it may be the most helpful models.

While the differences among SEA evaluation efforts

are significant, their similarities are even more marked. For

example, in most of the states discussed here, and in many
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other states as well, the movement toward program quality

evaluation seems to be gaining force. In part, this reflects

pressures from outside the special education field. The

national attention being given to the quality of public

schooling, by blue-ribbon commissions and other research

studies, cannot fail.to have a "ripple effect" for spec.ial

education. However; most of the pressure to examine program

quality comes from within the special education field, from

state and local administrators; The SEAS described in this

chapter have been developing quality evaluation for several

years; other SEA officials interviewed-Ar this report are on

the verge of designing their own version of quality

monitoring; and, most important ca education officials

around the country are arguing -trong for ways to document

the effectiveness of their programs. This Continuing LEA

advocacy of, quality evaluation may be the wellspring that

gives this issue high priority for the next several years. AS

long as local special education administrators.must defend

budgets or compete for new funds, they are likely to want

methods of proving program success.

A further similarity among SEAs is that a decision to

-- - ±y measurement means an SEA must be willing to

reexamine its_own_basic goals and- of local special

education p'rz24rarli-!; Most SEAs find that quality measurement

sparks a new analysis of fundamental questions such as "What

is the T-)al of special education programs?;" "What are our

expectations for special education students, and "What are
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our priorities for program staff and funds?" The SEAS

examined in this report (as well as the Oregon Mental Health

Division) answered these questions in different ways, as

noted, but the process of developing answers seemed productive

in all instances; An SEA must be willing to invest the time

to sort out these issues, involving a wide range of people in

the process, before any attempt to monitor program quality can

succeed.

Closely related to the, preceeding issue is the fact

that the development of a quality assessment system is a

process that involves time and usually a wide range of people.

The SEA experiences described in this section "indicate that

almost all SEAs go throug?' a process of clarification of .

goals for evaluatjon, (2), review of alternative evaluation

systems, (3) development of new materials, (4).-building of

consensus for the new system, (5) training for implementation,

(6) field testing, and (7) eventual broader implementation.

Of these activities. those designed to gain user input are

particularly important because they insure that the system

design responds to users' needs and that new procedures are

not threatening.

User participation in developing the system-is

critical because an effective -quality monitori-ng_or_avaluation

system will change the expectations and incept-vas which

people bring to t.hPir work. Unless a special education

program is fully effective, a quality monitoring system will

alert educators to different priorities and criteria against
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Which their work will be assessed. Particularly when

evaluation standards include numerical measure's, as is the

case in North Carolina's POE system, tea.c,hers and

administrators adjust their own expectations to ',those the

System incorporates; These new expectations are unljkely

be viewed positively unless users have had a role in

developing their standards;

For SEAS; monitorin2educational quality raises

questions about -t-he -local programs. thes- SA eV."

state agency wishes or is- able to exercise; One of the main

differences between the quality evaluation systems here

descr(bed is the extent to which they are mandatory for LEAs;

For instance, Missouri's plan is completely voluntary;

Nebraska intends to make the evaluation mandatory statewide,

but. will allow LEAs flexibility in choosing evaluation

criteria;, California's system makes quality monitoring a

necessary part of compliance monitoring. The SEA decision on

thiS iSSfie is liable to be influenced by factors outside of

monitoring issues per se: for example, Nebraska has a state

law requiring a program effectiveness review, while Missouri

has a strong tradition of local district autonomy. 'Even so,

each SEA must decide whether the quality measurement is to be

voluntary, used only by LEAs that find it helpful, or

mandatory because it is an issue of concern statewide;

Finally, despit_e_the_strong shift toward quality.

MO None of

the SEAS anallfzed here believe tha't quality evaluation should
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. replace compliance monitoring.. They do, however, share a

belief that current compliance monitoring procedures miss too

many dimensions of special edUdatibn grogramming; The

challenge for SEAs in\the coming years will he to pursue both

goals within feasiblonstraintS of staff resources and

budgets, for both types of program assessment will be

impottant although for different reasons. cbtpliatice moni-

toring continues to be an essential tool-, rooted [the

federal statute, to ensure that federal and state lav4 are

carried out and to cement the progress that has been made in

achieving eqUal educational opportunities for handicapped

children; Quality evaluation for special education, when

added to compliance monitoring, can address equarly funda=

mental concerns about whether programs are having their

intended effects.
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III. SEA MONITORING OF PARALLEL STATE AGENCIES

Under the general supervision clause of P.L. 94=142,

SEAs are responsible for ensuring that educational programs

administered by other human service agencies comply with the

federal law. For most SEAsi this responsibility represented a

sweeping new authority; It required the development of not

only completely new monitoring policies and procedures, but,

in some instances, entirely new working relationships with

other state agencies;

The scope of an SEA's -monitoring authority over other

state agencies can be very broad, depending upon how a state

organizes its human services. As the following examples

suggest, many different agencies provide care for handicapped

Children instate- operated programs. That is:

e A mental. health agency, which may be:either an
independent agency or part of alarger_state health

---de'partment, generally- operates state institutions
serving emotionally disturbed children or youth.
These are usually residential programs_ providing
clinical- treatment, ed-aCation. and room and board.

A division of mental retardation/developmental
disabilities in each state operates programs for
mentally retarded persons, particularly those who are
severely and profoundly retarded persons. In most
cases, children and adults are cared for in;separate
facilities that include day and residential programs.
The program Of care for children t'pically involves
maintenance and education in activities of daily
living.

A state department of public welfare, or a state
children's agency,- operates_ residential_ facilities for
dependent and neglected children. These children
include those who have no parents or who have parents
unable to care for them at home. Care for these
Children may be in foster care or residential
institutions. While many of these children attend
regular public school, others do not.
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A_state_department corrections administers_correq7
tional facilities for- youth who_are in trouble with
the law. Although_these facilities may be called
"training centers" or "schools .for boys/girls,"
their primary mission typically is security and/or
rehabilitation. These facilities are usually locked
residential institutions serving youth aged 12 -21.

Still otherstate-operated programs include children's

hospitals, skilled nursingtacilities for medically frail

chil-dren, and schools for the deaf and blind. Thus, in any

given state, an SEA may have to monitor the programs of three

or four other state agencies.

SEAs' attempts to assert authority over these agencies
A

-- many of which had been serving handicapped children during

those years when they were excluded from public schools -- can

pose political problems. Administrators of state - operated

programs often resent that their educational pr&gralits now are

accountable to an outside agency. This resentment surfaced

repeatedly in the first years of P.L. 94=142's implementation.

Teaching staff in these facilities (particUlarly when they did

not meet the SEA's certification requirements) were under-

standably unsympathetic to many of the SEA'S demands.' Human

service agency administrators who had to allocate new dollars

to bring their programsinto compliance occasionally resisted

following all of the SEA's recommendations. Thus, for most

SEAS; the taskof monitoring these other parallel state agency

programs required a gradual change over time; with progress

measured,over a period of years as both the SEA and the other

agencies accommodated themselves to each other's goals and'

methods;
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SEAs have used a variety of approaches to monitor educe-
.

,

tional.programs administered by parallel'stiate agencies; The

three states' ,approactles that are described here illustrate

the pipt2lemb inVolved in monitoring as well as methods which

can overcome these problems. These approaches include:

The Minnesota Department of_EducatioWs_monitoring of
public welfare and correctional facilities based on
written interagency agreements;

The Arizona Department of Education's monitoring of
youth correctional facilities; and

The Virginia Department of Education's use of core.
standards to monitor all state-operated facilities;

Each of these is des-_.ribed briefly below.

u - I - 0..1._ 0 I
Agreements

The most basic approach to monitoring another state

agency's educational programs involves (1) the SEA identifying

111 relevant provisions of P.L. 94 -142, (2) the,lother state
'1

agency agreeing to meet these provisions, and (3) the SEA

'6onducting.periodic monitoring visits,to evaluate the degree

of compliance. As is evident in Minnesota, this approach --has

allowed the SEA to establish its general supervision

responsibility, with the parallel agencies the Minnesota

Departments Of Welfare and Corrections -- consenting to

conduct their educational programs in compliance with state

and federal law and regulations. Minnesota's experience is

described in more detail below.

The -Minnesota Department of Education entered into
written agreements with two parallel state agencies
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in order to ensure that educational programs run by
those agencies complied with federal and state law.
The programs at issue were the Minnesota Learning
Center, administered by the Department of Public
Welfare (DPW' and three correctional facilities
administered by the Department of Corrections° (DOC)
which serve youth under age 21.

The Department of Education initiated these agree-.
ments, which specified that DPW a-nd DOC would
conduct their programs in accordance with "the State
Educational Agency Standards relating to faci_litieS,
staff and supervision," and follow all _applicable
federal regulations. Both_ agencies also agreed to
allow the SEA to monitor their programs and "correct
deficiencies cited by the monitoring team."
Finally, the agreements specified that the SEA would
provide in-_service training to DPW and DOC staff who
provided education to handicapped children.

The agreements were signed in- 1979 -and 1980._ Since
that time, the SEA has completed one monitoring
cycle_for the DPW and DOC facilities. This entailed
two_visits, the first to discuss the_criteria for
monitoring, the second_to_actually_administerthese.
The monitoring successfully identified deficiencies
that required correction.. For example, the DPW's
Learning Center needed to improve in areas such as
due process, privacy protection, and use of
surrogate parents; After a corrective_ action plan
was developed, the MLC took steps to crime into
compliance.

In the correctional facilities, the problems were
moredifficUlt: a continuum of services was not yet
available in all facilities. However, the SEA and
DOC are negotiating a method for correcting these
deficiencies, and SEA officials believe that the
substantial progress made by DOC_in improving
programs will continue. (For more information on
Minnesota's policies, see Appendix E.)

Minnesota's monitoring procedures, based on inter-

agency agreements, suggest several lessons about mohitoring

parallel state agencies; First, Minnesota's experience indi-

cates that monitoring, by itself;. usually is not sufficient to

improve programs; in Minnesota; monitoring was just one part

of a more comprehensive 'orking f-lationship that the SEA and
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the other agencies established; This on-going relationship

particularly a general agreement on goals and educational

methods has; over time; brought the DPW and DOC programs

into compliance. Conversely, however, Minnesota's, experience

suggests monitoring's key role: it was the monitoring visits

which identified program deficiencies and led to their cor-

rection. The leverage supplied by the monitoring procesS

acted as a catalyst for change.

Minnesota's experience also illustrates that

follow-up technical assistance is an integral part of

monitoring; The Department of Education provided such

assistance both before and after its actual monitoring. A

pre-monitoring visit enabled DPW and DOC staff to prepare

meet the standards which they had adopted in the written

interagency agreements; Similarly; the post-monitoring

assistance that the SEA provided to the two agencies;

including in-service training and intensive work by a

Department of Education liaison staff member; largely was

responsible for the speed with which deficiencies were

corrected.

Finally; Minnesota's experience indicates that

monitoring of some state agenclies is more difficult than

monitoring others; The difficulty depends on factors such as

each state agency's historical'ties to the SEA; the resources

which each has devoted to educating handicapped children; and

the conduciveness of each state agency's .facilities to

educational pnogramming; state correctional facilities 1-14,Ve
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posed particular problems for SEA monitoring efforts. In

Minnesota, for example, the DOC programs required more time

from the SEA than the DPW facility, for all of the reasons

cited above; Because correctional facilities in most states

pose these problems, it is useful to look at how another SEA

handled these difficulties;

B. The Arizona
Y-outh Correctional Facilities

n-m n'_s Monitoring of

Correctional facilities are difficult to monitor for

several reasons. Historically; they usually allocate few

dollars for educational programming. MoreoVer; the education

programs they have provided often are very basic, offering few

of the related services necessary for children with

handicapping conditions. Most seriously, correctional fadili-

ties usually have not perceived education as central to their

miss ion, which is security or, in some fabilitie

rehabilitation; Finally, the characteristics of most

correctional facilities do not lend themselves easily to com-

pliance with certain provisions of P.D. 94-142, especially

the least restrictive environment mandate

Despite these difficulties, some SEAs have succeeded

in establishing strong ties with correctional departments;

Such an example is provided by the Arizona Department of

Education's development of monitoring procedures for

hamlicapped youth in correctional facilities.

The Arizona Department of Education has been moni-
orisnci the educational programs for handicapped
children in the State's correctional facilities for
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several years; This has proven more difficult than
the Department's monitoring of other state institu-
tions; but the result has been improvements in the
nature of education for incarcerated handicapped
youth;

Development of a working relationship between the
Department of Education and the Department of Cor-
rections (DOC) began shortly after passage of P.L.
94-142. At that time, the Department af Education
(DOE)_hosted a meeting of al_l state agencies to
explain the provisions of the new federal law.
Shortly after this meeting DOC requested technical
assistance from DOE, and a DOE staff person was
assigned as liaison to the correctional programs
with responsibility for helping DOC improve its pro-
grams for handicapped children in the four correc-
tional facilities which held youth under age 21.

A first pre-monitoring visit was conducted in 1980,
in order to notify DOC staff of the monitoring
standards. Technical .assiStance was provided on
issues that the SEA's staff knew were weaknesses of
the correctional program, andDOC,officials indi-
cated a commitment to sustained improvement of their
programming. To help DOC accomplish this goal, a
change_in_funding was made, whereby DOC became
eligible for receipt of P.L. 94-142 funds; This
change was particularly helpful_to DOC in giving it
resources to strengthen its procedures for
ide,-tifying and evaluating handicapped youth;

DOE conducted its first full monitoring visit in
April-1-1:1'U. Serious difficulties were identi-
fied, particularly on issues of due process, evalua7
tion and__ placement, and IEP deve1.opment. The SEA
helped DOC staff prepare a corteciive action plan
which addressed these issues, after which a second
regular monitoring visit was held in January of
1983. Several deficiencies still remained, in large
measure becaUse DOC was still grappling -with the
difficulties of complying with federal pol_icies_in
the context of a secure Facility. After this visit,
DOC staff prepared a corrective action plan, and DOE
officials believe that this should result in full
compliance in the near future;

These efforts to improve DOC's programs have been
very much cooperative ones at the, staff level; due
to initial good working relationships and the policy
commitments DOC made. DOC has continued to seek
additional funds for its special education programs;
In 1982, DOE gave DOC approximately $100,000 in
competitively awarded, discretionary funds for
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program improvements; a similar award of S160,000 is
pending final approval for J984. In addition, DOC
wrote a new procedural manual for handicapped
students, assisted by a special education intern on
loan from DOE. DOC Staff also regularly attend
training sessions the SEA provides to local dis-
tricts,_ which are designed specifically to_offer
feedback on information gathered during monitoring
visits.

Arizona's experience demonstrates that steady pro-

g q improvements can be made, even in correctional facili-

ties, whenever state agencies jointly apply their experti80
\

and resources to the task. Arizona's success in upgrading DOC

programs grew from both agencies' sustained efforts. these

involved direct technical assistance, in-service training,\ and

targeting of additional funds for DOC programs, as well as,

-obv-i-ously, DOC offIcials' policy_de_c_ision to comply with DOE.

standards; Monitoring activities were only one component of

this more comprehensive attempt to strengthen programs, but --

as in Minnesota the monitoring process established clear

goals for c ange, a structure for interagency relationships,

and a system for periodically identifying remaining deficien-

cies. Without the pressure supplied by SEA monitoring,

program improvements may not have materialized; regardless of

the strength of DOC administrators' commitment.

Arizona's experience illustrates SEAs' special pro-

blems in securing compliance from correctional programs. The

.issue which caused most of the compliance problems was the

sheer absence of programs; before the concentrated efforts of

DOC and DOE, there were no special education programs for

incarcerated routh; Other difficult issues were the failure
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assess all handicapped youth; inadequate IEP development,

and lack of parental involvement: On most of these points,

Arizona's DOC is now closer to compliance; Moreover; both DOE

and DOC officials believe that program improvement will con-

tinue because a process is in place that identifies and

resolves problems.

This analysis of both Minnesota's and Arizona's

monitoring procedures has focussed on hew these SEAs gave

special attention to a specific type of state-operated pro-

gram. Some SEAs have approached this monitoring task in

another way; developing a generic approach to monitoring all

state-operated programs. An example of such an approach is

provided by the Virginia Department of Education's monitoring

procedures;

C; The Virginia Department of Education's Use o Core
Monitoring Standards

The Virginia Department of Education; working with

other state agencies; has developed a system that integrates

the monitoring requirements of the Stlte Department of

Education with the licensure and certification requirements of

other state.agencies.

Four state__ agencies in Virginia have developed a
system of "core st- andards"- for Interdepartmental
Licensure and Certification, in an attempt to make
state examination of public and private residential
fadilities more efficient. The -four agencies
participating in the system include the State
Departments of Education; Corrections, Mental Health
and Mental Retardation; and Social Services.

The-impetus for developing the core.standards came
in 1979 -80, when certain members of the state
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legislature received complaints from_operatorsof
state-operated programs about the duplication which
occurred when each state agency conducted its_own
on-site review. For example, one state agency_might
loOk just at a facility's_ physical conditions;
agencies might apply different standards of
personnel certification and staffing; and each state
agency could adapt its own standards for program
compliance; One legislator prepared draft legisla-
tion to create a new state agency responsible solely
for licensure and program certification; To avert
this, the four state agencies proposed an integrated
review process basedon"core".standards, and the
legislator agreed to postpone introducing legisla-
tion until this system was developed and tested;

The four agencies convened representatives from
public and private facilities to assist in
developing these core standards; These standards
included the basic li_censure and program certifica-
tion requirements that were applicable to all
facilities In addition, program "modules" were
developed that could be added to the review of
certain facilities as necessary. For example, the.
education moduje incorporates many_of the issues
necessary for the compliance monitoring of fadili==
ties that have programs for handicapped children.
In addition, an administrative review component for
the state - operated programs specifically addresses
P.L. 94=142's requirements.

The core standards are administered by an inter-7
agency team that visits_each facility annually- (If
a state agency has no licensure involvement with the
facility, a representative of that agency need not
participate.) Usually the team spends three days at
a facility; The Department of Education's represen-
tative, then, would participate in both the team
review and would administer the education module to
assure compliance with federal and state law; When
deficiencies are noted, the facilities prepare a
corrective action plan which is approved by a state
agency paper review. Progress then is assessed
during a subsequent on-site visit.

Ihitial implementation of the system has been judged
a success. The major difficulty has been lack o'f
manpower to assure participation of each department
as appropriate and some variation in the application
of standards by different teams visiting different
facilities, but this is Ieing changed through
additional training of team members. To date, the;
interdepartmental licensure and certification system
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seems to he satisfying the participating state
agencies, the state legislature, and the
state-operated and private facilities.

Virginia's system presents an unusual degree of

cooperation among state agencies, and it is noteworthy that

pressure from certain legislators was in large measure the

source of this cooperation. While the state agencies pre-

viously had attempted some rudimentary cooperative efforts on

their own; it was only when the legislators proposed creating

a separate new agency fhr licensure and certification that the

interdepartmental system was formalized and launched.

Virginia Education Department officials note that

the n.;w system offers distinct advantages in conLrast to prior

procedures. As one official put it, whenever SEA staff used

to review facilities' education programs, 'they occasionally

had to "step over broken glass" because their responsibility

did not extend to'monitoring a facility's physical conditions.

By contrast, each state agency now is able to look at a

child's total program because of its participation on the

interdepartmental team; For example, the Department of

Education team member can assist in reviewing the total

treatment plan in a mental health facility rather than just

the program's educational component. SiMilarly; when

reviewing a correctional facility, the Department of

Education's staff member can check a handicapped youth's

physical environment as well as the available\ educational

opportunities. Virginia Education officials believe his
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attention to the total program adds to a monitoring review's

substantive value and efficiency.

Virginia's system has been constructed so that it

balances each agency's special needs for monitoring and
-:-

licensure against the common needs of all agencies. While any

one agency would probably add d-additional criteria'or Standards

to the system, the combination of core standards and add-on

modules seems to both assure compliance with all relevant

federal and state laws and give each state agency sufficient

data to assess program adequcy.

Virginia's system also appeals to the need for

efficiency because state agencies and facilities find it less

burdensome and less time consuming and expensive; In a

Climate of reduced state resources and deregulation; the

savings this program anticipates in both dollars and staff

time Make sense.

D. Summary

The difficulties SEAs encounter in monitoring state-

operated programs are best overcome when this activity is Just

one part of a more encompassing partnership between the SEA

and another state agency; Both the Minnesota and Arizona

policies this section examines Wustrate the range of

activities that can contribute to improvements in state-

operated programs; These activities include technical assis-

tance by SEA staff, in-service training and special funding to

strengthen educational programs, as well as vigorous enforce-
_
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merit of a corrective action plan. The successful working

relationship amongst the state agencies in Minnesota and

Arizona also owe much to the:consistency and intensity of the

SEA ;taffS' liaison work.

Virginia's approach to integrating compliaAce

monitoring with the licensure and_ certification procedures of

other state agencies represents a different way to ensure the

adequacy of state-operated programs. Instead of emphasizing

intensive work by the SEA with specific types of facilities*

Virginia's approach stresses meeting the basic requirements of

federal and state education statutes and other federal and

state human service statutes. This approach views residential

programming as a whole* rather than segmenting it into its

component parts. It is an approach which is well-suited to

state agencies who view their needs as a whole* even though it

may not provide as intensive a review of educational pro-

gramming as the more traditional policies pursued by Minnesota

and Arizona;
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v; comeLusIaa

Whilci the two topics examined in this report -- quality

monitoring and monitoring of parallel state agencies -- differ

substantially from each other, they illustrate in many ways

the dilemmas SEis encounter with regard to compliance

monitoring. On the one hand, SEAs have yet to accomplish all

Of the basic monitoring responsibilities mandated by P.L.

94=142. While most states successfully have completed a three

year monitoring cycle of local educati,:,1 agencies -- and

believe that LEAs are in substantial compliance with the

federal law -- effective SEA monitoring of state-operated

programs still is being developed; This lag is due to several

factors: the recalcitrance of some institutional programs;

the political difficulties which SEAs encounter in trying to

absert authority over other state agencies; and the inherently

slow pace of change for state institutional programs which had.

developed patterns of care over many years time; For all of

these reasons, additional progress must be made before the

general supervision responsibilities assigned to SEAs under

P.L. 94-142 are fully carried out, and SEA monitoring policies

for other state agencies reflect this.

On the other hand, SEAs are moving rapidly to advance

the state-of-the-art of another dimension of monitoring:

evaluation of program effectiveness, or "quality" _monitoring.

This- movement reflects SEAs' convictions that documenting the

effectiveness of special education programs is essential for

their future support The support for such documentation also
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reflects LEA officials' recognition that local school hoards

are seeking ways to both justify educational expenditures and

measure the value of educational programs. Thus, at the same

time that SEAs are struggling to assure that basic educational

opportunities are avail'hle to handicapped children in

state-operated programs, they also have taken the leadership

in developing methodologies ror quality monitoring.

The dilemma in which some/SEAs find themselves is that

the resources to conduct monitoring are shrinking. Many SEAs

hayve suffered cutbacks resulting from reduced federal and

state funding; and SEA monitoring programs have felt the

effects; SEAs in all parts of the country have had to

reexamine and trim their monitoring efforts; In this type of

fiscal climate, it is difficult for SEAS to pursue intensive

monitoring of state-operated programs (some of which remain

significantly out-of-compliance with federal law) and

simultaneously invest the considerable ,time and resources

necessary to produce quality monitoring systems. Many SEAS

Will have to establish priorities between these two tasks and

decide which direction they most productively can pursue in

the years ahead.
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Program\Effectiveness Evaluation for
LocaLEducation Agenciet

The Nebraska Department of Education

Summary

The Special Education Branch of the Nebratka bepartment of

Education (NDE) has deveibped, over several years time, a System

for .evaluating the effectiveness Of local special education pro-

grams.; Known,asProgram Quality Evaluation (POE), the system was

intended to help LEAs assess their own programs, particularly

WIth regard to issues not covered in the regular state monitoring

procedures; Under PQE, LEAs have great latitude in choosing the

-speCifiC evaluation questions they will use; 'NIDE places general

parameters on the evaluation methodology, but LEA8 are able to

tailor it to their specific 'needs.

The PQE systems will b*Vrield tested in 20 di8tricts in

academic year 1983 -34. NDE will participate with LEAs in

adMinistrating the POE field tests, adding this activity to the

normal compliance monitoring visits scheduled for the participat-

ing districts. Eventually, UDE plans to implement this syStem

statewide;

II; OBJECTIVES__________

In developing PQE, the Nebraska Department of Education had

the following goals:

(1) To provide a system for LEAS that would enable them to

document the quality of their programs and thus help

them represent these programs to loCaliischool boards,

parents, and administrators;



(2) To carry-out a Nebraska state law ( Statute No; 43650!

which requires that the SEA provide a "detailed de-

scription.of effectiveness of program services'; and

(3) To initiate a system that eventually could yield state-

wide data useful to the SEA in on =going planning

activities and in making policy decisions related to

state special education programs.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE-POLICY

NDE's interest in quality c.valuation is in part a .response

to a state mandate enacted in, (Nebraska Statute No; 43650)

which requires that NDE- provide information to the state legisla-

ture on the effectiveness of. local:special educatiOn programs. In

considering how best' to Barry -out this mandate; NDE JbffiCialS

became concerned that data gathered through compliance monitor-

ing; while essential; did not provide a full picture of a local

district's proorams. They thus began to look for methodologies

document the qualitative. aspeCts of local programs as well as

the procedural dimensions measured by compliance monitoring;

At the same time, NDE was receiving requests from LEAs for

improved methods of documenting the effectiveness of local pro-

grams. As A.n many states, special education administrators in

Nebraska were seeking information that would be useful to them

when presenting their programs to local school boards, loca]

administrators; parents; and/or advocates.

To assist them in learning about and developing an evalua-

tion system; NDE entered into a service agreement with the Mid-

west Regional Resource Center (MRRC) to obt.in assis-



tance in this area; In addition; in the fall of 1981; NDE estab-

lished a Program Effectiveness Developmental Committee whose

tasks were, first, to select a general program evaluation met/iod-

ology and then to assist NDE in develuping a specific evaluatior

system for use in Nebraska. The Committee's 20 members

LEA staff, higher e.uucation personnel, and special and ger -al:

educators drawn from all geographic areas of the state.

The Developmental Committee looked at several state systems

for assessing efffectiveness, but soon realized that there was 10

model that could be simply transferred. tc Nebraska. On the

recommendation of MRRC staff, the Developmental Committee engaged

.

Dr. Robert BrinkerhOff loll-Western Michigan University t0 peOvide
_ I _

additional exDertise in evaluation methodology. Dr. Brinkerhoff

made his materials available to the Committee, providing them

with a basic model as a point of departure. The Committee then

spent a good portion of its time adapting this general model

the specific interests of NDE and the Nebraska LEAs;

The model which emerged from the Committee established

series of service goals in seven major topic areas related

special programming. These areas were:*

Administration (Relates to the internal operation of
the DiattiCt);

to Service Delivery-(Relates to the identification of
students and provision of service);

*HA _Report on the Nebraska Symposium on Program EffectiVeness
Evaluationuil prepared by the Special Education Branch of the
Nebraska Department of EducatiOn, p. 16.



Curriculum/Materials/Facilities;

Communication with consumers;

Fiscal; and

System Aspects (This pertains to the relationship
between the special education programs_ and _Other
programs or agencies which may be affected by handi-
capped students).

The qneral types of service goals which were idencified for each

area can be seon from the following examples taken from the

Administration topic area:

1. Board and staff (administration, faculty, and support)
roles, responsibilities and authority are clearly de-
fined and implemented.

2; Personnel Management -- the recruitment, selection;
appraisal, and development of staff based on program
goals and needs; This includes such things as on-going
supervision and feedback to staff; on -going improvement
of staff skills and attitudes; and appraisal of staff
designed to facilitate staff growth.

3; Program Evaluation evaluation and appropriate modifi=
Cation of the distriet's program -- e.g., referral,
assessment, IEP, services, ultimate impact, and concur-
rence with regulation and statute.

4. Staff Communication -- positive, accurate exchange of
information among the staff e.g.; knowledge /under
standing -by staff of regular special education programs,
staff roles, materials, ideas, and finances; utilization
of positive communicatiod skills; and utilization of
corFlict resolution skills.

After these goals were established, TIDE convened a symposium

on Program Effectiveness Evaluation, attended by approximately 70

educators from around the state; This larger group (1) reviewed

and revised the standards; (2) idehtifiod the types of informa-

tion that an LEA would need in order to evaluate each of the

service goals; and (3) identified potential pitfalls within each

service goal;
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The revised goals which emerged from this symposium are not

intended to be followed verbatim by the LEAs that will eventual-

ly use the system. NDE sees its role as putting constraints or

parameters on the LEAs' use of the mode:;.; That is; NDE will help

LEAs ci6-t6Mihe (1) how the LEA sho!:Cd questions related

to each service goal; (2) who these questions ShOtild be directed

to; and (3) how the LEA will dblledt the necessary data. Within

-;
these general guidelines; howeVer; the LEA win detErmine the

specific questions to be used in its quality evIc17:ton;

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

NDE will be field testing the Program Effectiveness Evalua-

tion model in 20 districts in the 1983-84 academic year. use of

the model will be combined with the monitoring visits that UDE

staff would be conducting'in any case in these districts (either

maintenance monitoring visits or full compliance monitoring

visits). NDE staff estimate that, in most diStriets; compliance

monitoring will be performed dOring the first day of the visit;

then the remaining 1-4 days will be used for testing the eva13a-

tion model.

At the conclusion of the first evaluation year; LEAs will

submit an evaluation report to the state. Those LEAs partici-

pating in the field test will not have to submit a full correc-

tive action plan as the result of the compliance monitoring

staff want to see if some Of theA6visit; same

issues can be addressed through the evaluation plan.
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. ANTT7IPATED EFFECTS

In the words of an NDE ofticial, the Program Effectiveness

Evaluation system is designed to meet "the needs of the LEAs

firSt0 and the SEA second." Specifically; the system is expected

to (1) assist LEAs in representing special education programs to

local boards and commissions; and (2) identify areas in which

improvements in quality can he made. NDE does expect to reap

benefits from use of the system as well. First, the system

should meet the requirements of the state statute; referred to

above. Second, Program Effectiveness Evaluation will give NDE

staff a new type of information spe-:ial education programs

statewide, which should be useful in setting prioritIes and

future NDE goals.

For more information on Nebraska's system contact:

Mr; Don Anderson
Compliance Director
Special Educatioo
BOX 94987
301 Centennial Mall South
Lincoln, Nebraska 63509 -4987
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AN EVALUATION MODEL FOR LOCAL SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Missouri

I. SUMMARY

The Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary EdUda=

tion is developing an evaluation model to be used by LEAS in

'self-assessment of their special education Programs. The SEE

model (Special Education Evaluation model) haS been put together

by the-SEA, working closely with representatives from local

districts. It incorporates a series of questions that address

the effectiveness of local programs on six dimensions: identifi-

cation of handicapped children; evaluation/diagnosis or reevalua--

tion; IEP development; placement; IEP impleMentation; and annual

program review;

The SEE system will be pilot tested in school year 1983=84,

wit Missouri has no plans to make the system mandatbry for all

LEAs. Instead, the system is intended to be used by LEAS that

find it useful to dOcument the effectiveness of their programs

with SehbOl bbards, parents, and local administrators.

II. OBJECTIVES

developing the SEE model; the Departmetit of Elementary

and Secondary Edw-ation (DESE) had several objectives:

(1) First, DESE's overall goal was to improve local special

education programs and services. By identifying

program strengths and weaknesses, SEE ShbUld help ad-

ministrators to make necessary program changes.



(2) Second, the system was intended to help LEAs justify

their programs and funding. By documenting the quality

of their programs in a systematic fashion, LEA adminis-

trators are in a better position to° defend current

funding levels or request support for program improve-

ments;

(3) Finally, although the system is not mandatory, DESE

hopes to use the feedback it provides to identify

training and technical assistance needs throughout the

state.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE POLICY

DESE activity in developing the SEE model grew from a number

of sources; For several years, DESE special education staff had

been interested in quality evaluation, particularly as the result

of some work on student outcomes that been done within the state.

Observing this work, DESE staff became convinced that outcome

data alone did not provide all the information needed by local

and state administrators. They felt that a full evaluation of

quality also had to address program effectiveness and to estab-

lish a relationship between the characteristics of programs and

the outcomes of programs.

The interest in quality evaluation among DESE staff was

reenforced by LEA requests for technical assistance in developing

a quality evaluation system. LEAs wanted to be able to measure.

their effectiveness on dimensions,that went beyond those included

in the state's comriiance monitoring system; LEA adminstrators

believed it was particularly important to be able

2
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program effectiveness when representing special education to

local school boards.

As a result of this strong LEA interest in quality evalua-

tion, DESE staff began looking at evaluation methodologies that

could be used in Missouri. They were particularly impressed with

the materials developed by Dr; Robert Brinkerhoff at WeSteth

Michigan University; and after hearing D . BrihkethOff at an

evaluation meeting convened by the bebrasica 1)pat.titiht of EdUda=

tion; contracted with him to assist in the dOielopment of an

evaluation model for Missouri.

TO ensure that the evaluation model reflected LEA interests

and concerns, DESE convened a deveioPmeht-61 group of aproximately

20 lo-cal representatives; Beginning in February; 1583; this

group met each month to develop program standards and questions

within the general structure provided by br; Brinkerhoft's Meth-T.

odology. Back-up staff work for the group was provide0 by staff

from the Midwest Regional Res i.rce Chtet (MRRC), who had

been working with DESE for some time around the issue of quality

evaluation.

The SEE model which the group developed uses a systems

approach to examine special education programs. It identifies

six major Components required of all special education programs
,

(see Figure I, taken from a summary of the SEE system) and

then poses questions to determine flow well each of these compon-

ents is functioning. For example; questions related to the third

component; "IEP Development", include:



1. Do annual goals reflect student needs as specified in

the present level of performance?

2. Are all needs as specified in the present level of

performance listed in annual goal statements? 'Why or

why not?)

3. Are there annual goals that are unrelated to the pre-

sent level of performance?

In each of the program areas, the SEE model will try to look

at (1) resources, (2) services, (3) outcomes, and (4) feedback,

and thus achieve a view of the program as it functions as a

whole. (In the systems approach used by,SEE, these aspects of

program functioning correspond tc, (1) input, (2) process, (3)

output and (4) feedback ;) Thus, in its questions, the SEE model

incorporates two dimensions: the programmatic elements shown in

Figure I, and the systemic elements listed above,

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

DESE plans to field test the SEE system in the coming school

year (1983-34) in 30 volunteer LEAs. These 30 are expected

consist of approximately 50% that were represented on the devel-

opmental task ferce and 50% that were not. The initial evalua-

tions may take from 1/2 to 2 years, depending on the intensity

and degree of follow-up in each LEA;

Prior to the field testi more training will be provided by

Dr; Brinkerhoff to DESE consultants and to the task force members

in the expectation that they will in turn be able to train other

LEA staff using_ the system. The possibility of providing a small

amount of funds to the LEAs involved,: in the field test has been
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considered by DESE; but it may not materialize because of budget

constraints.

The SEE system wII be implemented separately from.

state's compliance monitoring system, although DESE hopes to use

the evaluation data as a complement to the monitoring data. ,

V. EXPECTED EFFECTS

DESE haS delrberately designed the SEE system @s one which

depends on the interest and activity of LEt18. DESE staff be-

lieve that "evaluations of.programs and service are conducted

best by local personnel." Thus, DESE has no plans to mandate

the system statewide;

However, based on the LEA re to the system, DESE

believes that it will have. A number or .ftedtsi including:L

(2) Assisting LEAs defend and promote special education

programs-At thellocal level;

(2)

(3)

Giving feedbacX to parents in local programs.; and

ASsisting DESE-staff-identify technical assistance and

training needs! at least among the LEAs using the data

and potentially on a statewide baSiS.

Most importantly, DESE believes that evaluation 'should lead

to change. In the long irun, information generated by the SEE

system should allow eduCation to measure progress against. goals
/

and take action to improve services for handicapped children;

"Evaluation Preview Special Education Evaluation Model for
Missouri "; draft materials for Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education, page 1;



For informatic on the SEE program contact:

Mr; Ted Nickell
State of Missouri
Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education

PiOi Box 480
Jefferson City; Missouri 65102
(314) 751-2965

I
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A SYSTEM FOR PROGRAM QUALITY EVALUATION

NORTH CAROLINA

I; SUMMARY

The NOzth Carolina Department of Public Instruction; the

Division for Exceptional Children OD: -); ha; developed a system

to measure the quaqity and effectiveness of special esducation

programs for handicapped children throughout she state; This

system; "Program (uality Evaluation" (PQE); developed

expressly for North Carolina; using input from the eight regional

coordinators and other key DEC staff. Revisions to PQE were made

after it was field-tested in two school systems during the 1982=.

33 school year. Sixteen more systems (selected from among those

that responded to a stat -issued RFP) will serve as pilot sites

for PQE this fall. Eventually; DEC plans to combine these eval-

uation activities with North Carolina's ongoing compliance moni-

toring procedures;

II; OBJECTIVES

The Program Quality Evaluation system is designed to provide

LEAs across the state with a mechanism for deterlining program

quality. Through Put, will he possible "v_o ascertain the

existence of quality in special education programs; determine

educational gains of student learners in the programs; and estab-

lish specific needs for technical assistance from the state

H11 ation alency." Further; it is anticipated that data which

*Rroaram_QualLty_Evaluation_Manual, Preface by Theodore R.
Drain; Director; Division for Exceptional Children, p. ii
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the LEAs collect using PQE will not only b_e _USefUl to them when

justifying expenditures to local sch001 boards, but alSO will be

useful to the SEA when conferring with the State Bbard of Educe-

tion and the General Assembly to report on the er.fectiveness

special education programs stateWide.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE 'LnLICY

In 1980; in response to LEA requests for technical assis-

tance on the topic of quality evaluation; DEC contacted other

state education agencies to identify evaluation models that could

be adapted for use in North Carolina. -Bc-..caule thiS area Was new

to almost all SEAs; r discovered that there we feW operating

model-s and decided t lc. lop its own.

In the f. ll of 198i, a DEC staff member atL:7.nde; a Title VI-D

meeting in Massachusetts and became familiar with ealuation

deSign8 0-eVel-oped by Associates in Professional Technologies;

inc. (APT) small cons4ting firm inLConnecticut; An APT

r..:preseutative !ubsequentIy met with DEC staff in North Carolina
to discuss evaiva ion systems that.could be responsive the

needs expressed by 1 Y-; APT prepared a proposal for system

development which was submittea to the Nbrth Carblina State Board

of Education and approved for a contract peri.;id from August; 1982

to June; 1983. APT took on three responsibilities for DEC: (1)

the design of the Program Quality Evaluation Model and production

of 500 PQE manuals; (2) the training of key DEC staff in the

evaluation process to enable them to provide technical assistance

as 'nedLJ to LEAs; and (3) the modification of the Mbdel/manual

cased on pre- and post-test data analysis from two field-tests

Ns.



which were conducted in Pitt and Union County school systems.

Throughout the system development process) APT and DEC staff,

through an Advisory Committee, worked closely together; The total

cost of APT's development of PQE, a system not previously used in

any other SEA, was $43,006.

IV. IMPLEMENTATEOU

PQE is a goal-based program and includes goals in three main

areas: Determining__Learner Gains/Outcomes; Locating and

ating Learners; and Placing Learners Approeriately. For each of

these areas, PQE establishes-program objectives and specific

c,7aluation questions. For example, part of the sequencwithin

thc first yc 1 area is as follows: 10.

Goal I: Students will make satisfactory progress in the
sr7ecfEic curriculum areas in which they are enrolled and
devrlop a positive self-image for learning and work.

Objective 1;1: Studen:Is successfully demonstrate compe-
tencH in appropriate curriculum areas at levels commen-
surat 4ith ability and 'handicapping condition.

Evaluation Question 1.1.1; Are reading competencies
attained come usurate with students' abilities and
handicapping conditions?

Vocabulary_
Comprehension

Evaluation Question 1.1:4: Are vocational
cies attained commensurate with students'
and handicapping conditions?

competen7
abilities

For each of the specific evaluation questions, LEAs are expected

to establi-ih a numerical standard to measure satisfactory

performance. For example, for Evaluation Question 1.1.1-above,

1,FA (_7()Idd decide 0 7; of students in ci program should

:=Lt:- the desired reading c)mpetencie5-. Fo Tvtluat,on Question

ihove, the namorica1 sLan,'ar 60;. In othor



Obt-J, the star lards set by each LEA can vary from question to

question, and fifferent LEAs will set their standar-cis at differ-

ent levels, reflecting varying expectations of local progrlms.

Eventually, DEC may assist LEAs in setting these numerical stan-

dards using data obtained statewide to ensure that LEAs do not

set expectation levels too Irw.

DEC .ill be implementing the 'Program Quality Evaluation

Model on a pilot basis in 16 (out of 142) LEAs during the 1983-84

sell 1 Esc LEAs v;i11 be competitively selected; DEC has

ssueo for a PQE Incentive GrantProgram which will

provide fAnds to assist with the imple-aentation of thy, self-study

evalu7ALic. . Grants will be awarded in amounts from $2,000

$10,f)00 based on the December 1, 1982, handicapped headcount

the LEA. Applicatia-is will be reviewed by an :ncentive Gran;

Review Committee (composed of DEC staff) and notification

funding For the sixteen ?3eIected sites will be made follDwing

State Doard of tAucation approval in Octoer, 1983;

iii initial meeting of the local directors from the -sixty n

pilot sites will be conducted in November of Lhis year, during

35th Annual COnZerence on ixceptional Children. During

Noveml-)er and December the DEC Pegional Coordinators dill conouct

in-cervice training for the local personnel, and the sixt-.een

pilot T,EAf; will implement the Program Quality Evallat nodel

from January to ApriLi 19134

Following ii menttion; the six t, u pilot F,EA:

will subinit a minHgement 71; to to report the Ei ilings of

oval i ind to de!,,crihe nl corrective actions they
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believe necessary. The management plan will specif timelines

correct deficiencies and address areas of high priority.

meeting is planned for June, 1384, allow local directors from

_the si;:ce sites to share experiences and offer recommen-

dations for LirtherPQE implementation;

V. E_Feh_c:Ts

It is anticipated that, through their participation in the

PQE process, LEAs will have qualitative data for use with

their local school boards to help gain progra support and to

aeehire -eeded fundS. In addition, LEAs using PQE. will be able

to note progr77.m deficiencies more readily and to correct them;

Yne SEA: by examining LEA manar-ement plans, will be able to

note state-wide trends which should prove useful in determining

SEA staf traihing needs and in planning LEA in-service training.

the data obtained by DEC should also allow eventual e,faluation of

state expenditures in terms of prograr outcomes.

DEC

activit

beady engaged in some nationwide dissemination

_s planning others. It has distributed a copy of

its i-QE mariu.il to every SEA, each RRC; and :any national organi-

zati(:ns, as well as to other interested parties upon request. In

1.:2i)t 5 it 1Y64i DEC wiI1 unduci: a Lwo-ui wuLkshop r id OE

at ,211 Conference on Pro(jram Evaluation to be held in

more infprmation, contact:

The Division for Except ion'; Children
North Carolina Department e' Public Instruction
Ra Lgh, Nor th Carolina 27602

733-A21
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PRO(;RAM REV' Ftl

THE': CALIFORNIA DEPARTMEN I: Jr EDUCATION



California's Program Review system is described on pages
O

1-11 of 1-.his chapter. To better illustrate thc nature o,f the

system; sample materials from CaIiforni 's Prccjram Review

Filndbook are .a tached; For additional information on

California's system; contact:

Mr. Jack HazectImp
CaIiifornia Department of education
,;ch Floor 721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento California

(916) 323-47R

0



PA'ZT f : ERVIEW or 'rrt- S!,LPA PR')GRAM

Purpose of Program Review

The pr;mAry purpose of program review, whether it is an int rna' review or
one .cone'. 'ed iey an outside agency; is to improve the effec of s_x.:ction on
the stC It is a means foor developing and sustaining a high-ciLality
educati rim for.eaeh student;

Program r-view can he an integral part in the program improvement cycle of
plannine, translating the planned program_into action, evaluatifl the degree of
implementation of the program, and modifying the program e'Ccordingly. Program
.:eview findings can be of value in discussions and decision making about the
design and implementaion of programs. In short, the program review process
yields iniormation that is essential to effective program development---informa-
tion about what is working well and why and what should be changed p ' how.

Uses of This Handbook

program review process described in this boOk is designed to
complement, not replace, the existing onge,'1g plann!.eg anL evaluation processes
in Seh;.-.61. SELPA; or agency. Reviewers should make use of all evaluative
information developed within the SELPA/<vency and use this handbook as_a
fraieworl for organizing the inforThation.

Review,: conductor by reviewers from outside the SELPA can provide a fresh
viewpoint and independent validation of internal review findings. Toward OILS
end, the pro,-am review conducted for the St-'_e Department of Ede.:ation by a
s:nte review team will he based _on this hanc'nook. A school, '7ELPA, e agency
'-an use all -e part of this hand'000k over a longer period of time to evaluate
its own proera. Such use of this handbook by the people at a school, SELPA,
er agency prio,- to a state-conducted review can be ext,emely effective in
elpine to improve the local program. Familirity with the review criteria and

procederes in this handbook will help staff and parents, communicate effectively
with reviewers and will b2Ip reviewers obtin the data they need to make informed
judements.

Process of Program Review
7

;,.et ion describes sequentially how_a_proerAm_review is conducted by a
State l;,,pder-Aent of Education review Learn. While the description and instruc-
tions are ,:irec:te! primarily .t.--ard _reviewers who ere members of a state-
condted review team, the school, SELPA, or agen v may adopt.. as appropriate,
parts of this process for use in self-review. Appendix A containe three
checklists o: responsibilities for team members; team leaders; and the SELPA/
aeency''Which eive more detailed information about the process.



Revfw of the L(:cal P1 +n

Me local plan for special aduction is the first contact the reviewer has
with the procedures, policies; and programs implemented in the SFLPA/agency;
The r.eam leader will review the plan for a thor-..:,hunderstanding of the snrA/
agency's goals and implementation proce-ses, prior to interviews in the SELPA/
agLacy_or school site visits:. The contents of the plan will them be discussed
wit. the review team.

Initial Team Meeting

The team of leviewer dill meet together; usually the night be tore the
review begins; to:

Discuss the local plan.

5.:1,P/agency and school information presented by the team leader.

major tindings of previous revi ews.

2
o Plan strategies for the review..

o Define reviewer rolas and responsibilities.

o Designate meeting times durir5the review to "touch base" and share
v.rceptions, and developSELPA/agency final report;

D,,,.EW the scheduled' visits.

o know each other's interests and strengths.

Collecting Information

It finding out about the quality of. the school. and SELPA/agency procedueL,
the reviewers use thre- review methods. They are (1) classroom observa-
tiCn; interviews- Jth formal_ and informal; and (3) the review of records
and documents. rach cf these methods is used in conjunction with the others to
verify information and findings. For example; by talking_with the teacher and
students about the observed activities, the_revier can erify the accuracy and
completeness of his or her observations.

Throm2h classroom obsorvar:on, the reY;c2wer gathers basic informT:tion about
the school pro:,ram. The reviewer visit..; the -:,%:01,ir c:assro_:7s, special day

classrooms, rysource speciatst and 1:s or areas where eUica-
tion and related services are ided o exciJnni neeus.

Cla room observa t ions i clude ,r1 i cif Or i CWS .q ti; ';tudel:i. and storr:,

ha:;ed upon what 11:is b ohserd.



Interviews

InterN,iews are an extreme7y important source of information about the
program. The basic information gained through classroom observation and review
of records and documents is vcrified; clarified, and expanded through the
interview process. Interviews enable the reviewers to learn how the pr ;`ram
was developed, how it is being implemented, and how it could he improved
Students, parents, teachers§ resource specialists, program specialists,
administrc-ors, and other servi e providers are interviewed.

Interviews serve the following major purposes:

o To verify data obtained from other sources

collect data not yet gathered from other sources

TO resolve discrepancies in data collected

To give people an opportunity to share past experiecesi present
realities, or future plans

o To give people an opportunity to ask questions

o To ge)!rate ideas about how the program could be improved

ReViCci of Records and Documents

Information gathered through classroom observations and interviews is
verified, expanled and clarified through the review of such records P.:

notites; assessment plans; and :-.sses:;ment data

o Individualized education programs (1EPs)-

:1inutes of school site council/school advisory committee community
ldvisorV ,)m.;ittee meetings

(:optrocts or agreements with ()the: 'encies

o ns of staff de.elopment par,.?nc education ities

Lo,:!-;on plans and thera py records

o New,:letters and !.-her communications to parents and the coamunity

o Jr -:-.edurf policy handh' ,ks

1. --am eval1Lion information* includ;.ng firidii



Parent Ind:Community input Meeting

A parent ,iind community input meeting is sch duled for one afternoon
viii firing the revie:. Often this meeting i scheduled. in conjunction with
:,LLing of the communi'v advisory committee (CAC) to provide its simeMbers an oppor-

',unity to discuss activis and goals of the CAC. During this time members
community will have an - rtunity to voice their opinions regarding any aspect
of the s- 7ial educati ram. This information will be used in making
derel,lina=ions about .m's strengths and needs; as well as suggestions
for mpcovement;

Ident :on Effective Programs and Practices

Throughou the ry/.. :s team members learn about effective practices and
programs, they will complete an_abstract describing that practice or program,
using; the form in Appendix D. These abstracts will be compiled each year by
the program unit and made available to local education agencies.

Final School Report

:ener,nlly; two reviewers will spend cwodays collecting da- at each 1:17-gc

school site (less time at the smaller school sites0. Al. the co.-_usion of the
data collection at each site, the team members will deliver an informal oral
'r port to the school refl t g_Whether or not_standards have been -met, areas
ok....gtrengths and_needsi indications of noncompllance, suggestions for improvement;
and suggestions £or refinement.

Final Team Meeting

All te members wi,1 meet together, usually the evening before and the
laL7t clay of C:e 7eview, to wrap up the final oral report to theSELPA/agencv.
At this time team members agree -upon whether or not the stand rds have been
metafeas of st-,:eagth5 and needs, and findings-ononcompliance, They also
develop suggestions for improving a program which has not: met thOPSet:avlards
and suggestions for refin pvactices or programs which have met the
stanards.

iinal SELFA/Agency Report

_

un the last day qt e- v. !w, team in abe'rs deliver the final C Ai eprr
first, lifo:mAlly to thg,SELPA adminis:rat,on and second, formally, t6 the
SFA.PA, distrii-t,_school staffs, and community. The same findings of

team aro incorporated 7nto f,nal is,,port ICoi sent balm
SELPAc/ithin 20 working days of_complt,tionof t1 review. The final rerGrt
described in more det:;i1 later in this handbook.



PART ORGANIZATION OF THE RANDBOOK

This chapter explains the format ofthe Program Leview Handbook. This year
in the program 'review we are interested in four main areas:

1. Referral/assessment
.2. ,individualized education program (TEP) development
3. Placement and IEP implemeatation
4. Administration/

/

The first three areas will be used attheschoollevel, and the last area
Will he used at the SELPA/agency level. For each area; criteria (standards)
have been developed) reflecting what is expected to exist in any program: '1-;

criteria include standards taken directly from federal or state laws and regl,17
tionsi as well as standards representing basic common sense or good practices.
Each schooI/SELPA/agency 1 measured aiainst the criteria, to determine stre.hs
and needs of the program; and areas- of noncompliance. The criteria are wr' en

in the for:1 of paragraphs, which appear in the center Of,pages7, 13; 18, 24.

Each set of criteria is structured around loot- "organizers," which a:.
consistent throughout all critria. The organizers are:

I. Procedure: documentsri n
2. Staff involvement
3. Parent/student
4 Staff development

Each organizer is a separite p ti each organizer, the "key
ideas" are capitalized:. FOr examp.L, in the first paragraph Of the criteria
TO1 "Referral/Assessent," you will see the words "ONOGIG PROCESS TO r:IND"
all in c,,pital letters) re le ,ug the first P:ey idea within the organizer
"procedures/documentation."

the criteria for "Administrati
ideas.

she organizers are the key..

,

Following each crI_Le:-iou are 'Areas and Sources." These are questions
d:velopod to help the revi,:wel .c21.1ect data. Toth right of each question Is a
grid 1 -atir!g where t! : revieer should no to find the answer to thequction.
Hurces include 0 Observation) _p Documentation) R teachers,,,

Listru..:tional lidts, site 'principal special program teachers (e.g.),,Dhaptjr 1,
SpeeL11 educativa Leach.rsi_aidesi Paceut's (anu

?stu-eats wit ?;:cention7%) needs asfappropriate))A = SELPA/ageicy Ministra-
tion; I In e, view admiristrntion) Pf, Pupilfecords. Ar,observation guide,
retor:,trade, and intervibw guides for rgniar and s.:2cial education
staf-f% parents; students and a(Iministraters contai ingsqUesnions as Indicated

r. rule grid wi71 be used by reviewers to collect formatirn.,

Qu,_stions are numbered consistently in the guides for -.ross-referencing. i The
first digit indicates the i:ritcrion or chapter number:



;If

O

1 = Referral/assessment
IEP development

3 = Placemeht and IEP implementation
4 = Administration AV"

The second digit indicates the number of the main question (taken directly from
each of the ;criteria). The third and fourth digits indicate subquestions.
neCessa.y to answer the main question.' The number in parentheses after the
question is a cross reference to related questions 0-other criteria chapters.

The fourth. part of the handbook includes the format for the final report; a
.esample final report; and a descriptxon of both the final school repo:.

final SELPA r_-port:

1
6
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I \RI ill: CRITERIA FOR ASSESSINa-COMPLIANCE AND
QUALITY OF THE SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

CHAPTER 1: REFERRAL/ASSESSMENT

There is an ONGOING PROCESS TO FIND unserved and
inadequately served childreni birth through twenty-,
one years age. Attempts have been made to

MODIFY THE 'REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAM before
referring the student for special education.
REFERRALS P4E PROCESSED FOR ALL potential special
education students within the required time lines.
Assessment materials and procedures are NONDIS-
CRIMINATORY; The assessment team includes 'PER-
SONNEL APPROPRIATELY TRAINED to administer and
interpret test results. Each child is ASSESSED
allEN REQUESTED by the child's teacher:or parenu.
INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENTS are considered by the IEP
team. An ASSESSMENT PLAN is developed as a_reSult;
of referral. WRITTEN PARENTAL CONSENT is obtained
prior to assessment. The studentjs/ASSESSED IN
ALL AREAS related to th,-, suspected disability.' NO

SINGLE PROCEDURE is the sole criterion for deter-
mining olacement of the individual;/ ASSESSMENT is
COMPLETED and a REPORT LS WRITTEN before the Itio'
meeting.

Assessment is conducted by a MULTIDISCIPLINARY
TEAM; including a specialist in the area -of
suspected disability. Most STAFF UN)ER3TAND AND
USE the referraliassessv It process. ;.sessment
RESULTS ARE SHARED with ;EP team at or before the
meeting;

`PARENTS AND the COMMUNITY are informed that they
CAN MAKE REFERRALS; PARENTS: ARE NOTIFIED that
their child has been referred for assessment and
possible special education services. Parents are
inforMed of all DUE PROCESS RIGHTS.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND PARE:T/COMMUNITY EDUCATION
BASED ON NEEDS ASSESSMENTS have been provided in
the area of referrallassesmenL.



1-.0 REFERRAL/ASSESSMENT

Areas and Sources

Procedures/Docrentation

1;1;0 What is the ONGOING PROCESS TO FIND unserved and
inadequately served children; birth through twentyone
years of age? [E.C. 56300; 34 CFR 300;220] (4.1.4)

1.1.1 Tell meaboutthe process to find and refer students
who might need special education. [E.C. 56300;
E.C. 56301; E.C. 56302; 34 CFR 300.220](4.1.5)

1.1.2 Do you understand how to use the referral process?

1.2.0 What attempts have been made to MODIFY THE REGULAR
EDUCATION PROGRAM before. referring the student for
special education? [E.C. 56303]

1.2.1 What kinds of strategies do, you use to help the
child before you refer? Do you get assistance
from the special education personnel in developing
strategies? (4.1.5.1; 4.1.5.2)

1;2.2 Are programs such as Chapter 1 (Title I) utilized
before referral? (4.1.5.8)

1.2.3 How do you assist the regular education teacher
before the referral?

1.2.4 What kinds of things did the school do to give your
child extra help 'before he or she was referred?
[E.C. 56303] (4.1.5.1)

1;2;5 Did the school talk to you about your child's
problem before referral?

1.2.6 Do records verify that efforts were made to modify
the regular program before referral? [E.G. 56303]
(4.1.5.2)

1.3.0 Are REFERRALS PROCESSED FOR ALL potential special
education students within the required time lines?
[E.C. 56321(a)] (4;1;5;5)

1.3.1 By what procedure can you verify that referrals for
assessment of need for special education services have
been appropriately processed? [E.C. 56302] (4.1.5.5)

*CODE: 0=Observation/Students
S=Special Education Staff
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D=DOcumentation R=Regular Staff
P=Parents A=Administration



1.3.2 What is your procedure for infants

(ages birth to three years; [U.: :i(5300; E.C.

56301] (4.1;6;1)

1.3.3 What is the system for transmitt_7:_the rer-rral to the

appropriate perabtiftel? [E.C. 5')3021 (4.1.5.7)

1.3.4 Is there a handbook or other Wr"- ,n documer.t

describing the referral/assessmen 'rocess? /E.C.

562204a); E.C. 56301] (4.1.0);(-

1.3.5 Is there a procedure for documenting/monitoring
referral/assessment time lines? (4.1.5.10)

1.3.6 Who keeps track of the time line that begin', 'ikon

receipt of a referral? [E.C. 56321] (4.1.3)

1;3;7 How were you informed_that your child was J.erred

for special education? (4.1.5.6)

1.3.8 About how long after the referral_WAS_Made w.18

the IEP meeting held? [E.C. 56344] (4.1.5;10)

1.3.9 How long after that did placement occur?

[E.C. 563441

1.4.0 Are assessment materials'and procedures NONDISCRIM

INATORY? [E.C. 56320(a)] (4.1.6)

1.4.1 Do assessment procedures inclUde provision for

nondiscriminatory assesqment (e.g.;_8eXual, cultural;

linguistic)? [E.C. 56320(a)] (4.1.6.2)

1.5.0 Does the assessment team include PERSONNEL APPROPRIATELY

TRAINED to adminiater and interpret test results?

[E.C. 56320(b)(3)] (4.1.6.2)

1.6.0 Are ASSESSMENTS conducted WHEN REQUESTED by the child's

parent or teacher? [E.C. :6381] (4.1.6;1)

1.7.0 Are INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENTS CONSIDERED by the IEP

team? [E.C. 56329(b)] (4.1.6.7)

1.8.0 As a result ofreferral; is an ASSESSMENT PLAN developed

within 15 days? [E.C. 56321(a)] (4.1.6)

1;8;1 How do you use the information on the referral form

to write the assessment plan? (4.1.6.4)

9
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1.9.0 IS PARENT CONSENT obtained before initial assez.Jment?
[34 CFR 300.504(b)(1)(i) E.C. 56321(ac)] (4.1.6.5)

1.9.1 Did you give written consent before the school
began testing your child? [34 CFR 300.504(b)(1)(i):
E.C. 56321] (4.1.6.5)

1.9.2 Did you understand what would_happen after yOU
signed the assessment plan? (E.C. 56321(3)) (4.1.6.5)

1;10;0 What is done to ensure that the STUDENT IS ASSESSED IN
ALL AREAS related to the suspected disability? [E.C.
56320(f)] (4.1.6)

1.11.0 How does the assessment process ensure that NO SINGLE
PROCEDURE is the sole criterion for determining place
ment? [E;C; 56320(e)] (4.1.6)

1.12.0 Ate ASSESSMENTS alWays_COMPLETED_and a REPORT WRITTEN
before the IEP meeting? [E.C. 56320; E.C. 563271
(4.1.6.6)

1.12.1 How and when are you informed of the results of the
assessment? (4;1;6;6)

Staff Involvement

1.13.0 Are assessments conducted by a MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM;
including a specialist in the area of suspected
disability? (E.C. 56322(a)] (4.1.6.2)

1.14.0 Db STAFF UNDERSTAND-AND effectively USE the assessment
process? [300.4.380(b); E.C. 56300; E.C. 56301] (4.1.6)

1.14.1 Tell me about your assessment process (4.1.6)

1;15;0 How are assessment RESULTS SHARED with the IEP team
at or before the meeting?

1;15.1 How do you ensure that all IEP team members undet
stand the assessment results when they come to the
meeting? (4.1.6)

Parent/Studenttmvolvement

1.16;0 How sire PARENTS AND the COMMUNITY informed that they
CAN MAKE REFERRALS? [E;C; 56506(b); F.C. 56302) .

(4.1.4; 4.1.5)
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1;16;1 How have you been informed that you can make a
referral for special education? [E.G. 56506(b);
E.C. 56301]

1.17.0 Ate PARENTS NOTIFIED that their child has been referred
for assessment and possible special education services?
[E.C. 56321(a)] (4.1.5.6; 4.1,6.3)

1.17.1 Are forms signed oy the parent verifying consent
available on each child assessed? [E.C. 56321(a);
E.C. 56321(c)] (4;1;6;5)

1.17;2 Are_the proposed_ assessment plans in language_
easily understood_by the general public; in the
primary language (or mode of communication) of the
parent; and do the plans include other required
components? [E.C. 56321(ac)] (4.1.6.5)

1.18.0 Have parents been informed of all DUE PROCESS RIGHTS;
including the right to an independent assessment?
[E.C. 56301; E.C. 56321] (4.1.6.5; 4.8.3)

1.18.1 How are parents informed of their due process
rights? [E.C. 56301; E.C. 56321] (4.1.6.5)

1.18.2 How did the school help you unders.tand your legal
rights? [E.C. 56301; E.C. 56321; E.C. 56329(b)]`
(4.8.3)

Staff Development

1.19.0 Have STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND PARENT/COMMUNITY EDUCATION
BASED ON NEEDS ASSESSMENTS been provided in the area of
referral/assessment? (4.13.3; 4.13.9)

1.19.1 Has staff inservice training been held in areas such
as the right -to refer and referral and assessment
processes? [E.C. 56241(a)] (4.13.9)

1.19.2 Did you receive any inservice training on the
referral/assessment processes? [E.C. 56241(a)(b);
E.C. 56243 E.C. 56301] (4;13;9)

1;19;3 Have you received any in service training on
eligibility criteria? (4;1;5.4)

1.19.4 Has parent/community education been conducted?
[E.C. 56220(0(2); E.C. 56240] (4.1.4)
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MONITORING OF OTHER STATE AGENCY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

MINNESOTA

SUMMARY

The Minnesota State Department of Education (DoE) has

entered into interagency agreements with the State Department

of Corrections (DOC) and the State Department of Public

Welfare (DPW) to carry out the 'SEA , mandate for general

supervision of all educational programs for handicapped'

children in the state. Through these written agreements, DOC

and DPW agree that the educational programs in the facilities

WhiCh they operate will meetall the requirements of state and

federal law and that DoE has the authority to conduct corn-
-,

plia e monitoring of these facilities

OBJECTIVES

In entering into agreements with DOC and DPW; the state

education agency;had three basic goals:

(1) To improve the overall quality of educational ser-
vice_s_for handicapped_ students placed in the
facilities operated by the two agencies;

(2) To- ensure compliance of these programs with state and
federal laws; and

(3) To establish an on-going mechanism to.identify pro-
gram deficiencies _and a method for their_ correction
through technical assistance and in-service
training.

DEVELOPMENTAIFTAE-POLIEY

Even prior to passage of P.L. 94-14.2, the Minnesota

Department of Education had been responsible, under state law,.



for the education of all handicapped children in the state

(ages 4=21), regardless of agency placement. But while DOC

and DPW had been meeting the requirements of P.L. 89-750 and

P.L. 89=313 respectively, the Commissioner of Education

realized that, to comply with the additional provisions of

,P.L; 94 -142, more needed to be done. Thus, the federal law

provided the impetus for DoE to develop interagency agreements

with both DPW and DOC to address the

tionalized handicapped children;

Negotiation of these agreements

needs of institu-

between DoE and the other

two state agencies proceeded smoothly; The biggest concerns

were raised by DOC staff and these related to the extensive

new rules surrounding development of an IEP; To resolve this

and other issues, operational level staff from both DOC and

DPW mot frequently with their counterparts at DoE to discuss

the kinds of educational activities that had to be

strengthened in the institutions, the support needed from DoEi

and the standardS to be included in each of the agreements;

Supervisory'personnel (Assistant Commissioners) frbt each

agency reviewed this work before the agreements were drafted

and presented to the Commissioners for final approval and

signature; The DOC agreement was signed in 1979; the DPW

agreement in 1980.

With these agreements; DoE achieved the necessary degree

Of supervision over all state operated programs; The eduta-

tiOnal prograMS at the Minnesota Learning Center (operated by

DPW), and the administered in DOC's three facilities that

2



serve youth are. the only programs monitored by SEA staff

directly. The egpcational programs of all other state facili=

ties are monitored by the appropriate local education agency

(LEA) becaUse they'are operated and staffed with public school

personnel from the district in which they are geographically

situated;

When conducting compliance reviews of the educational

programs at the correctiral facilities and the Minnesota

Learning Center (MLC), the SEA: uses basically the same

procedures it does when conducting LEA compliance monitoring.

Some changes, as appropriate, are made to the standard form

and instruments found in the compliance manual developed by

the Division of Special and Compensatory Education.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE POLICIES

Prior to initiating new monitoring procedures with DOC

and DPW, the SEA monitoring staff held discussions with

appropriate agency personnel to clarify the standards

requiring adherence and provide guidance for responsive

program design. Then during the 19f30 -8l school year, the

first monitoring visits to the three DOC facilities and the

MLC were conducted. These initial visits did not adhere

strictly to the SEA's compliance monitoring format; instead,

they more closely resembled a technical assistance visit to

the facilities. With input from staff at.;,each of the fa-cili=

ties; program guidelines and plans for implementation of

program improvements were developed;



At thb MLC operated by the Department of Public Welfare;

the areas that needed improvement to assure compliance with

P.L. 94:=142 were primarily procedural in nature,, e.g., due

process and paren.ts rights procedures, team decision-making,

and so forth. Assessment procedures and IEP development also

required sore t attention there. The situation at the DOC

faciiities proved more difficult"- basfc educational programs

reflecting a continuum of services for handicapped youth

needed to he established. IEP development required attention

as well as the more procedural requirements of the law.

Following the first visit, on-site consultation was provIded

to all the facilities by DoE staff; Copies of materials with

positive examples were sent to each agency to illustrate ways

of correcting procedural deficiencies; Staff were also

invited to attend the regularly-scheduled LEA in-service

activities which focuSed upon skill improvement in a number of

these areas.

In February of 1983, the SEA monitoring staff conducted a

more formal monitoring visit at the MLC (technically, this was

the second on-site compliance visit to this facility). During

this visit, positive note was made of the transition work

being done by MLC outreach workers, 4ho travel to LEAS to

provide them with pertipent data on coildren returning to the

community. However, the areas of due process, privacy

protection, and surrogate parents were noted as out of com-

pliance. (The weakness related to surrogate parents was the

result of achange in the state statute.) Tb assist in

4



.correcting these deficiencies, the SEA has offered on-site

technical assistance, sent exemplary materials., and continued

to invite DPW staff to LEA in-service activities. In short;

strong on -going communication exists between the SEA and MLC

staff. The SEA monitoring office has approved the Corrective

Action Plan which was submitted by DPW in response to-the

February visit and as a result of appropriate follow-up

measures, the MLC is now in compliance.

The second; more formal compliance visits to the three

correctional facilities were conducted in the fall of the

19132=-33 school year. While much progress was noted, substan-

tive program deficiencies remained. Full implementation of

continuum of services was not yet apparent in all institutions

for examplei a functional model was stilli6eing used by

one; The population had so declined in one facility that there

was little real overall programming; Another area presenting

difficUlties for the correctional facilities was, and con-

tinues to be, parental permission for assessment. Every time

a youth is transferred within the correctional system,,the

permission process must be repeated; and consent from real or

surrogate parents for assessment is hard to obtain.

While the Corrective Action Plan submitted by DOC after

these SEA visits has not yet been approved, the SEA Monitoring

Office Manager and the DOC Coordinator of Educational

Programming (who has overall responsibility for the educa-

tional programs 'of all the correctional facilities) are

working together to ameliorate these deficiencies. The SEA
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provides on-going consuItatioh and material sharing. DOC

staff, like DPW'sk are included in relevant LEA in-service_

training activities. Presently; on-site consultation and

information exchange is being p.ovided to the state

correctional facility, administratorS.by the SEA.`

The ppw and DOC facilities are on a three-year monitoring

cycle. The follow-up reviews for the DOC facilities are

scheduled.for fiscal year 1985; although the actual date for

the return visits will be determined by the amount of agency

contact and progress noted. One area noted for possible pro-

cedural change-k based on experiences thus far; may be visit

length. Presently two staff members from the SCA monitoring

division conduct a one-day visit. Feedback suggests two to

three days may he necessary. Each of the interagency'agree-

ments -ihiCh authorize these SEA monitoring activities is

reviewed yearly by the appropriate Commissionersk so needed

changes may he incorporated.

EFFECTS

To datek SEA officials have found the overall- ef,:fect of

these agreements to be extremely beneficial; For exampIek

since implementing the agreements, all teaching personnelin

thelfour facilities are State Board of Education certified.

GeneraIlyk the results from the monitoring activities have

allowed for more responsive consultation and information

exchange; and the needs of the facilities are now considered

by the SEA when developingLEA and regional in-service
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training activities. Using a technical assistance approach, a

method for problem identification and resolution has been

implemented. Many deficiencies have been corrected and the

;working relationships now established are being used for joint_

problem solving where weaknesses remain.


